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liitifoductim 
A Critical Bnlgma 
2 
The eoaedies of Sir George BAerege (1634-1691) have ex­
perienced an tmitsuai fate at the hands of critic#, »ost of whom 
have refused to discuss them as artistic wece@#e$ or failures. 
Btherege*s plays have been alternately dmmed and praised for 
morally satirizing an immoral world. Immorally delighting in an 
immoral wmrld# and amorally portraying an immoral world. His 
sources have been traced to Molière, Ben Jmson, or soch Carolin» 
i&x comic dramatists as Shirley and Webster; while they have been 
also recognised as ths first products of a drmatie revolutim 
which took plao» during the early years of the Restoratim. His 
imagery and dialogue have been examined in the light of tW phil-
osophy of HoWes, mchiavellianim, and Renaissance naturalim. 
His settings, the Lcndtm society with which he was familiar, have 
been called realistic or mrealistic; mad his charactexv have been 
variously described as artificial, typed, or realistically portrayed 
indiviAmls, Stran#ly eno%#L, only the most recent critics have 
actually examined the plays to see if they are genuimly mmic, 
and if so, «ày. 
Critioi of BtWrege cm be divided into three broad groups; 
morals critics, «$10 folltm Jeremy Collier's example and condewi tha 
plays for sympathising with libert&ae attitudes toward «ex which 
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later geRermtlwm did not hold; osnners apologists, #o defend the 
plays as mmwly a re fleet im of Restwatim life and thus part of 
am unreal wrld idaich haa aothiag to do with the moral codes of 
later generatiensj and very recent critics, who accept as genuine 
#ie aeon^ey of the manwrs «ftiielt the plays pwtray md who prefer 
to exwaiae the reason# for the moral attitudes the plays may or may 
not profess mther thut take issue with Btherege*s own moral pre­
dilections, %Aawver they were. 
Tim ilTst critics to cowsemt on fitiierege*s dramatic talents 
were his eantmporaries. Bis reputation as a gentlemm and favorite 
at Charles ll*s court has been too oftm docuwnted to warrant dis­
cussion here.^ It is significant, however, that BtWrege was such 
aAaired by his fellow playwrights. John Dryden not only wrote a 
comwmdatory epilogue to the Man of Mode but also used Etiierege as 
a foil to Thomas %adw#ll in MaePledmoe (1682) in which he says: 
Let gentle Gewge in triumph tread the stage, 
W(e Dorimant betriy, aaé Wve'it rf%e; 
Let Cully, Gockwood, Popliag ^axm the pit. 
And their folly shmr the writers wit.2 
(II, 151-4) 
Sh«tiwell, the self-professed '%on of Ben J<mson,** had a great re­
gard for Etherege*3 dramatic talents. In the preface to his play 
The Humorists (1671), he praised Etherege's second play. She Wou'd 
^ See J<An Harold Wilson, The Comrt Wits of the Restoration 
(Princeton, 1948). —— """ ' 
^ As reprinted in Seventeenth Century Verse and Prose, ed. 
H.i«i M.ita it. ml. (NSTwrTwqTnT m: 
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if Sh# Cwi*da a# "...the best Comedy that has been written since #ie 
ResterstisR of the Stage."3 
But in spite of compliments such w these, Etherefe*s reputa­
tion diminished rapidly in the eighteenth ewtury. Jermy Collier, 
whose ^ Short View of the Immorality and Profwmess of the Bngiish 
Stage was published in 1698, lashed out elo#mtly at playwrights 
who "make their Prineipal Persons Vitious and reward them at the Bad 
of the Play."^ Miether Collier siainred the overWwlmlmg reacticm 
which was to folle# against the kind of cowdy Etherege wrote or 
whether his was the first reasoned puritm reaction to mirror in 
print what many pec^le had thought before 1698 is a moot and de­
batable point.^ the fmt remains that ewwdies in Etherege's 
tradition died with Vanbrugh and Far^uhar and were replaced bf 
sentimmtal comedy best represented by Richard Steele's The Cwsclous 
Lovers, published in 1721. 
Collier's thesis is simple: there is a clear distinction be­
t w e e n  v i r t u e  a n d  v i c e  W & i c h  h a s  b e e n  " s t r u c k  t m t  b y  N a W r e T h e  
fault of the late seven tew th century dramatists is #iat he "blots 
the Distinctim#" so "...vice is varnish*d over with Pleasure 
the potential effect of these plays m their aWience or readers is 
dangerous because "tiie Fancy may be gain*d, md the Guards corrupted, 
® Mprinted in Critical Essays of the Seventeenth Century, ed. 
Joel i. spiagam (Oxford, ^ 
* Spimgam, III, 253. 
^ See Joseph Wood Krutch, Comedy and Conscience after the 
Restoratiwi (Hew York, 1949) for a complete analysis o^''''tîie''contro­
versy ctttsed by the p#licatim% of Collier's work. 
6 Spingam, III, 2S5. 
s 
and Reason sid>om*d against itself."? Moreover» Collier extends 
this criticisa to social ctm side rations. If the stage has as one 
of its functicms the Horatim notim of teaching as well as de­
lighting, then the Restoration stage has failed to mirror manners 
that its audience should imitate. Indeed, the mmwers of the stage 
and its cmceptim of honor are totally oj^osed to Collier's Puri­
tan doctrine. His definitim of a IWstoratim stage gmtleman. 
Collier feels, is self-explanatory, md he offers it to "SIM up the 
Evidence." 
A fine Gent 1mm is a fine Mtoring, 
Swearing, &iutty. Atheistical Man. These 
Qualifications, it sems, cmipleat the 
Idea of Honour. ® 
The notion that the dramatists he holds in contempt may have been 
satirizing and ridioiling the gmtlmen in their plays never enters 
Collier's Bind, and the fact that almost all Restoration comedies 
and with the hero submitting to md accepting the convmtion of 
marriage is not encxtgh to satisfy Collier's sense of moral pro­
priety. Collier wants retributive justice rather than converts to 
a belief in the validity of marriage as an institution. 
In 1711 Sir Richard Steele chose Collier's definition of a 
gentlemm in order to attack Etherege's most popular play. The Man 
of Mode, "I will take for granted, that a fine gentleman should he 
? Spingam, III, 253. 
® Spingam, III, 253. 
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hamst in his aetions, md refined in his language," vrato Steele 
#0 then proceeded to eeasure Etherege's hero, Dorimant, against 
this definition* His exclusion was that Doriaant is a "...knave 
in his designs, md a down in his language," and that the play 
itself is "...a perfect contradictim to good manners, good sense 
md emwm hmesty,^ 
This kind of censuring of Mstoratim cmedy in general-^and 
of Btherege in particulffir—ccmtinued thro%%hout the eighteenth 
century. It was not until 1819 that the comedies of the period 
were recmsi^red and the moral question set aside* Charles Lmb, 
in his fmws "On the Artificial Coaedy of the Last Gentuiy" (1823) 
attempted to defend itherefe md his caatmporaries as writers of 
amoml rather than immmral plays# The theater was for Lamb ".«.tiiat 
happy breathing-iplace from the burden of a perpetual moral question­
ing."^^ We argtMd that the characters and «orals portrayed by 
Barege, Hydierley and Cwgreve belmged to tiie seventwmA cen­
tury, and not to nineteenth century England. #e world of stage 
was a "fairy Imd" %Awe morals tfere incapable of affecting the morals 
of the audienm. 
The Fainalls md the Miratwlls, the 
Dorimmts and tW Lady Touchwoods, in 
tWir own s^re, do not offend my 
moral smse; in fact they do not a^al 
to it at all.11 
® Spectator 65. Tuesday, May IS, 1711. 
%# Essays of Elis (New York, 1885), p. 173. 
ymb, pp. 174-S* 
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UhfortMRately for Etherege*# zeputaticn^ Lmb praia#» mly 
Coagreve and Wydkarlay in his essayi and while he at least buries 
the moral question, he nonetheless fail* to mention Btharege as an 
important «tthor of the earlier period. Lmb was mot alme. Sev­
eral years previous to his essay, William Haslitt published his 
Mtctares on the Baglish Writer# (1823) i» W%ich he asserts that the 
plays of tiw Restoration are moral rather than immoral, as Collier 
had suggested, or amoral as Lamb maintained. Hazlitt argtMs that the 
social mamrs aiul ens toss of the eharacters in Restoration eomedy 
are accurate imitations of real «amers and eustoms of the 
period. This réalisa in the plays ms used to good advantage by 
Restoration dramatists #0 satirized the oonventions of tWir age. 
Maxlitt oalls these pla^ social comedy, a genre wtose function is 
to make its wdien^ aware of the life around them and tdiose end it 
is to satirise that life. Because their end is satire them plays 
are moral; tW»y attempt to shew immorality as ridiculous. But in 
spite of tiiese criteria, Uaslitt finds little worth in Etherege's 
comedies. 
of that Age than my otMr extamt. 
Even though WnA and Haslitt neglected Btherege's plays, they 
did achiove am important gemli tiiey shifted the emphasis of critical 
Com late Works of William Mazlitt, ed. E. P. P. Howe (Lwdon. 
1931), viTEC — 
those /^ttiief^ of Btherege are good for 
Nothing, Excepf Ihe ^ of Mode» or Sir 
Popling Flutter WTtT^TTWak^ alSwe 
exmislte 'aistî^'airv oicture of 1^ mimners 
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emmemt aèmit Restoration comedy from morality to mmaers. And while 
they «ay have disagreed about the real moral nature of tW theater, 
they were in total agreement about Wiat Restoration cmedy did best* 
It captured tiie esseaw of Restcaratic» u^r class life, maimers con-
wntims, and speech, Meverthelea», Etiierege*s n^utation still 
hung in abeym%# The last collected edition of his plays had beeoi 
published in 1755,^^ and when Leig^ !hmt publistied his edition of 
Restoraticm drama in 1840 he publiW&ed only the works of those play­
wrights whom Uatlitt calW *..#the four principle writers of this 
style of comedy (which I think the best)...Wycherley, Cmgreve, 
Vmbrugh, and Far<ï^ar,"^^ Ttie only advantage to being excluded 
from this collection was that Etherege escaped the vitriolic attack 
leveled at Hunt and the Restoration authors represented in his an-
thol%y by LoW %KCau]Wy, who reviewed ttw wrk. This attadt was 
as influential in Victorian English as Collier* s hW been a century 
md half earlier and effectively stifled the general reputatim of 
Restoration Ccme^K fer the n«tt fifty years. 
&ûmaà Gosse is usually credited with being the modem dis-
wverer of Etherege. In 1883 he p%Alished his Seventeenth Ceattcry 
Studies in which he devoted a chapter to Etherege*s life trad comedies. 
Introduction to Sir George Barege, The Dramatic Works of 
Sir George Etherege. ed. H. F, B. Brett Saltk" tbkjporii,' isiV) Ï> 
TTT, 
Hailitt, p. 70, 
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Gosse deplored the neglect of Ëthexege*9 thx^ plays and "...the 
singular part they enjoyed is the creation of modem English 
comedy."^ But like those of his pxedeoessors who had mmtioned 
Itherepi, Gt^se side-stepped serlws discussiw of the plays. His 
thesis that Etherege was more important for his influmoe later 
Restomtim dramatists, notably Congreve, then for what he him­
self produced ws to he a recurrent theme la later criticism. 
Gosse also inspired mother trend in fithezege criticism «àich was 
to hectne widely accepted» although later debated. Bvea though 
Bthere#'s plays are revolutiaiaxy in English drsma, says Gosse, 
they have roots in frmtk comedy. 
Etherege loitered long «aough in Paris 
for Molière to be revealed to him and tWm 
he hast«ned bade to B&glaad with a totally 
mw Idea of what em»4y might to be.** 
In his criticism of Btherege's plays Gctfse notes these features 
which he considered miqiue: "The Comical Revenge...is strung on a 
very light thmad of plot;»*? in the Man of Mode "...there is no 
pl«&."*& Like Hazlitt, he was strwk by the realism in the plays. 
The subplot to Hie Comical Revenge is a series of "gay, rmiUstic 
scenes,"^® and "S&e Wwld if %e Cwld gives us a faith&tl picwre 
^ Mmmd Gosse. Seven tew th Century SWdies. 3rd ed. (Hew 
York, 1897), p. 259. ' - ' ' ' ' 
Gosse, p. 267# Gmtse, p. 278. 
Gosse, p# 269. Gosse, p. 266. 
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of fashionablo life.'*^^ But the gmat Ethereif» play for Gosse waa 
The Man of Moda# and its moat mgmging feature was ".««the force of 
the characteri seat ion characters which Dickens wcNild have 
laughed at and commended.w^l 
6osse*s essay stimulated new interest ia Biherege, and in 18S8 
W, », Verity published his editioa of Etherege*s works, the first edi* 
tim in 1S3 years. la 1899* A. C« Ward commented on Btherege in his 
history of Snglish drama before the Mi# of (^leen Mne. Ward 
thought little of Etherege's wo%% except for the character of Sir 
Popling #0, W #reed wi# Gosw, was definitely Pren# inspired.22 
In the nineteenth ceniayiry the reputation of Restoratim coaWy 
swung like a pendulm. It was resurrected by the essayists Matlitt, 
&mb, and (Amt, cmi&mmed by Lord Nacml#Qr, and restored to promi­
nence in the last #ca^s of the century# The widely divergent 
Gosse, p. 272. Gosse, p. 278. 
22 A. C. Ward, A History of Bmli#h Dramatic Uteratuie (LoWo*. 
1809), III, p. 44é. ^n liie inflRieiice of i^iure am kesto5%om 
Carnet (New York, 1910) , :Wl«y Wowe Mtles drain so many parallels 
betwem Btherege and Noliere ti^at he can only conclWe that the am-
edy of tim whole period is m Anglicised reflection of the French* 
man's work. Both Kathleen N. If/nch in The Social Node of Restora­
tion Gamdy (New York, 1926) and Alfred WarWge in'TlwalleinPrama 
pew Ymrk, 1936) show conclusively that the models sowess for 
Btherege*s work existed In England before the closing of tiw 
twawrs. On the basis of these two studies and in ttie U^t of 
his own wrk, JWm Wilcw, in his rebuttal to Miles, The Relation 
of Noli&M to Restoration Comedy 0iew York, 1938) is i^'ie ' lo''iïa^'ly 
assert,' 'WiEsrege' 'se'oi'iro^' little or wthing from Moliere and hence 
transmitted nothing to his successors" (p. 81). 
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QfiUiicfts about Etherege and Ms cGoitoaporaxies of the niaeteeath 
eeatwry critics caiis«d and prefigured the similarly divergent 
opinions of twentieth cwtury critics* 
JdiB Palmer's The Comedy of ^famne» (1913) was the first COB-
prehensive—and surely the most inflwntial—book on Restoratim 
eonedy to appear in tAte twentieth (*mwry. Palwr's criticism is 
an important one for several reasons# tie was the first critic to 
pro<hiee a book*length study of fUsstoratian comWy. (Miles* 1910 
study is MBcemed primarily with Molière *s iafltwnce on the period; 
he spends little time criticising the comedies ^easelves.) More-
owr. Palmer attempted to collect all the previous criticisms of tW 
plays and answer them. His answer developed into the theory of 
"comedy of manners#" a texm *Ai«^ has become synonymws %dth Restora-
ticm comedy mû «Mdi later critics have either defsn^d or de-
munoed. Wt Palmer* s real eentributim was the wthusiasm his 
book stimulated for tlw plays and the interest it gmerated in re-
staging md critically re-examining them. Again, hotwver, Etherege 
is omitted fmm the list of great cmie writers of the Restorati<m, 
a list Which duplicates the choices of Haslitt and itunt, ami as in 
the case of Gmse, Ethe#8ge*s ii^rtanoe is said to be mainly 
historical, 
*.,we are here to be concerned with the origin 
and development of the English Cmedy of *Wners... 
Sir George Btherege is strictly necessary. 
Me becomes, in fact, historically more i^ortant 
than WyCherley.23 
Jdm Palmer, The Comedy of Mmners (London, 1913), pp. 1-2. 
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Palmer defines "cemmdies of Banners'* as plays which attempt te 
capture realistically the essence of the times in which they were 
writtm. His definition is not m like Haslitt*s, and his wmclusioa 
about the morality expressed in the plays is similar. Btherege, who 
began the type, was; 
..,a mam who im temperament and mind 
aecnrately reflected this period im his 
permmal charxmter# md received a sincere 
impilse to reflect it artistically in his 
comedies* Hi# sincerity as an artist has 
met the inevit#le Tmrntd, Mis plays are 
morally as well as artistically somd.^^ 
Moreover, Palmer anmmrs the critics who have fotmd a kinship be­
tween fitherege and Molière idth this fW assertions **«•• there is 
no mal kimahlp bet$#en the French ^olièri^ md the English play* 
Wright."^® 
Die cidtiat who immediately followed Palmer almost totally 
agreed with him. Brnest Bembam asserts that EtWrege ws indwd 
wral md that after his first play in which "«..the satirical 
portions especially adtaired confimd himself to two 
cmedy of manner*,"^* Geoi^e ttenry Nettleton was ••charmed" by #e 
plays md accepted both Palmer's tresis that the plays reflect the 
manners of tW tim# and that Btherege's position is historically 
2* Palmer, p. 292, 
Palmer, p. 6S, 
Ernest Bembatn, The Prasa of Sensibility (Boston, 19IS) 
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important, tliough Nettle ton thcKifht he saw #o## Frmeh influmees 
in the play@.2? la 1923 tW moral issue was re<^»ened by Willi» 
Archer in his book The Old Praam mé tM New. Archer not mly de­
plored the morality of Restoration oomedie# but also the craft of 
the author#, especially their failure to fulfill successfully what 
was for hi» ",.#the very essence of social comedy, ...to present a 
certain criticism of life*" Restoration comedy fails, he says, 
because 
•••its criticism of life, whether explicit or 
implied in action, is stupid, natiseoos md 
abominable beyemd anything else that au» W 
fmmd in tW world's dramatic literature. 
If this be tiioitght too #w#eping, let me say; 
beyond anything of #lch #e mmut has 
rea#ed ae»*® 
Ardier criticized Btherege for his heroes and rakes| Dorimant ex­
hibits "gratwitows md fowl-mwtWd ruffianism*^^^ amd the whole 
Btheregean omon of rakes fail to be witty. '^Considering the 
assldmity with which Btherege's fin# gentlemen aimed at wit, it 
sews to n# remwdkable that they so seldom attained it."** 
Condemnation of the plays m moral ground# was cm tinned by 
critics following Ansher, in spite of the ntmber of manners apolo­
gists who haw defended the plays* morality. L. C. Knights has 
n #mr@e Henxy Nettleton, English thrmata of the Restoration md 
Eighteenth Gsntury C1642-1780) (Wew York, l^ilTT pTVë. 
William Archer, The Old D%ima and tto> New (Bostm, 1925), 
p. 123. 
^ Archer, p. 190. ^ Archer, p. 183. 
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focused his coments on the inaiity of critics who im the past re­
jected the plays as art in order to discuss them as social codes. 
Knights liked ^storation omedy as little as Archer, but his con-
clttsicm may have at least chmged critical approaches to the plays: 
"The criticism that deAmders of Restoration comedy need to mswer 
is not that the comedies are 'iimoral* but that they are trivial, 
gross, and dull."®^ 
Following the publication of Archer*s hook in 1923, other 
volumes of ciltical importance were published year by year until 
1950, The first two of these. Restoration Comedy by Bœmy Wbme, 
and The Cwdc Spirit in Restoration Draaa by Wmmry Ten Eyck Perry, 
are largely coatlnuations and reaffirmations of Palmer* s pMitiw.^ 
Like Palmer, critics iUt the twenties—Wbree in particular—use the 
Wms "realistic" md "artificial" as a basis for their definition 
of the comedy of manners. In order to m^rstwd these critics in 
the tradition begw by Palmer, me mist understand the specific tmys 
in whi# both terms are used. 
When Hazlitt called Restoration comedies "imitations of real 
life," M want something quite different from tW realim of Dreiser, 
Steinbeck, or Sinclair Lewis. Indeed, Hamlitt probably memt only a 
capturing of social mannws, customs, pastimes, fashions, and speech 
31 L. C. Knights, "Restoration Comedy: The Reality and the 
Myth." Scrutiny (September, 1934). This essay is reprinted in 
Bxp loratioo's'i ' Essays in Criticism (New York, 1947). 
^ Bwamy Oobréé, Restoration Comedy 1660-1728 (Oxftml, 1924). 
U<mxy Tsn Eyck Perry, like ldW.c % rit'' In Ëestoràtkon Drama: Studies 
Cwgreve. vanbru^^d 
IS 
coBvwitlcms which appealed to the RoatoratioB theater aWieme be-
c&usut of their tc^icality. The characters created wititia this real­
istic fraraeimrk were not believable human beings. The frequent eoa* 
xMmt by Gm#e, Nettletoa, and Palmer that the characters in Etherege's 
plays are inhumanly devoid of esoticm supports this idea, thus Lamb 
felt justified la calling Ae world of tiie plays a "fairy land" 
which in spite of its accurate portrayal of the outward appearance 
of a society has characters tdic» he cam laugh at but with ndicn he 
cannot sympathise. The plays can be alternately moral and amoral, 
realistic aW artificial for critics witiiin this *^anmirs" category 
beotttse thi^ serve as a picture of a society which omild be morally 
condmmed. If it were real. But tiie characters within this wal-
istically portrayed society are not real# They are artificial wd 
do not resmble real huau» beings. Therefore, the manners critics 
argue, such character# camot be censured for their immorality be­
cause moral standards iqpply cmly to real human beings, Dobree re­
defines comedy with such artificial characters set against a real­
istic background by calling it "free eoM»dy." Tlwy are, he explains, 
...coMidles in which we feel no superiority, 
and whidh Inculcate no moral but in tdtich we 
smm to gain a release, not mly from idiat 
laid} called tiMi burden of our perpetual moral 
«piestioning, but frm all things that »pp0»T 
to limit our powers....The plftys of Btherege 
are pexhi^s the best examples....Here we feel 
that no values count, that tWre are no rules 
of conduct, hardly laws of nature. Certainly 
no ai^al, towever indirect, is made to oux 
critical or moral faculties. 
D^rëk, pp. 13*14. 
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Dobre* Makes no distinction betweeoi the characters and their actions 
in Restoration comedy. Doriaant's seductions are no more reprehen­
sible than is the character himself because both character and se» 
ducticMi exist in a world apart from that of the audience. These se­
ductions night deserve the reader* s conderanation if they took place 
in a world governed by twmtieth omtury Christian ethics. But they 
do not; they take place in a world in which "no values comt," lAiere 
the values of the real world are neither understood nor allowed* 
where indeed no v»lues have been violated, 
Two questions must be answered if this "manners'* interpretation 
is to be accepted# Cm these imreal dwMCters, devoid of emotion 
and living in a society idiich does not recognise my moral or ethi­
cal code, ewrge from the plays as truly individualized characters? 
Must each remain within the confines of a loosely defined stereotype, 
the Rake4tero, the fop, the smmally frustrated middle-aged wmaanT 
If tWse characters are mrml enough to escape our moral j&Wgwnt, 
exactly *Aat criteria do w# use ia order to make an aesthetic judg­
ment of th«B? The manners critics of tW 1920* s, who besides Di*ree 
md Perry include Kathleen Lynch, Allardyce Nicoil, and Malcolm 
Blwin, are not in agreement about answers to these questions as their 
comwnts on Btherege*s characters indicate#** in she Would if She 
Kathleen M, Lynch, The Social Node of Restoration Cowdy 
(New York, 1W26) ; AllnWyce %coïl, Ies^ora'H*<»'''lr)^^ 
(Cambridge, 1923); md Malcolm Blwin. '%e Playgoer^s HfWWôék "to 
Restoration Drama (Umdm, 1928). 
17 
Cm*W, Peny mrgwe#, Etb#rgge*s characters "...become mere pi^pets 
eod no Imgsx bear mich resemblamce to live mn mû women."^ She 
Would if She CouM. says Elwim, is "...peeled by real persons sWi 
as thwie in whose ccnpany he passed his &m life.^^ Says Hieoll: 
"@ke Wewid if She Could...passed beyond mere himomus types to a 
realm of living hwm#» beiags,"^? % Elwin, Lady Cockwood, for wham 
the play is named, is *'a «*ns%«mate creatim,"^^ but to Wbree she 
is "m mpleasmt charwter, not clearly c«»c»ived,"^® while to Miss 
iyn#* she is "a complete snd brilliant portrayalSir Foplisg 
Flutter, #e fop in Etherege*s last play, is to ilwain "an affected 
fool, and his conversation is ctmoiived to suit his character, 
while to Ddbree he is "withoat affsctatlcm,"^^ Dorimmt, the rake-
hero in this play, W*ree goes <m, is "cmel...an outrageous bully,"43 
ïmt to Miss Lynch he is "superlatively well-bred, witty,...the finest 
of all fine gentlemen in Restoration cmedy.«44 
3S Perry, pp. 25-26, 
Blwin, p. 64. 
Nicell, p. 236. 
Elwin, p. 6S. 
39 / Waree, p. 66. 
40 Lynch, p. 154. 
41 Blwin, p. 26. 
42 Dobx^, p. 74. 
43 D(*rw, p. 69. 
^ Lynch, p. 177. 
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In spite of their disagrecnents, however, all these critics 
were responsible for important influentes on lai»r critics. Ethewge 
is so Icnptr emsidered just historically iegportamt. If he is not 
gnmted the estim* accorded Cmgreve, he at least is a^itted into 
a coterie W&ich includes besides himself only Ccngreve and tocher ley. 
Miss Lyndi's study is extrmwly valuable because it shows Etherege 
and his con temporaries as belcsiging to and developing out of the 
mainstrem of English drama rather than being influenced mly by 
Prem# comdy# 
Since World War II four major studies of Restoratim cmedy have 
appeawd, all of iriiieh dmrncmstraw a reaction to both manners end 
moral criticisms* Elisabeth Ni^m accepts the #eses of Palmer, 
Oobréi, and who, she says, haw "distii^ished the social 
pattern of this comedy»" tot, she continues, 'There is still need 
for detailed exaaiaation of #%e constitwnts in îb0 pattern,"^ 
tter examination ccmsists of lotting at the attitudes expres^d by 
tite playwri#ts toward old age. %e concludes tiiat a kind of cult 
of youth dominates the comedy of manners, a cult whidi is an art­
istic expressicm of tto rejectim of Grcmwllim mores and customs 
by the ridiculing of peqple who had accepted them; 
•••there are two periods* you# and s«mescenee, 
the latter, beginniUig when the individual 
becmws physically mi psychologically mfit 
for the social game.^^ 
Elisabeth Mimm. Cabbed A«i md Youth, the Old Men and 
Women in the Restoration do«MW''o '̂%*a»rs' ^E^mam. 1937), p. Vi'i. 
^ Mignon, p. 39. 
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Curiously enough. Miss Migaoa never Hâtions «Aether or not she 
likes Etherege's pleys^ but she does explain his dbaracters in 
terms of her thesis, and because in "Ae Comical Revenge "mere is 
no figure in or i^pmmhing the senile state," Etherege sews to 
her to be "tmly ant icipatin g.., comedy of manners. 
Thomas I^jiattra presents the first total break with the 
banners" sdiool* In fact, he proems that the tern "manners" in 
the (toseriptive title given to Restoration oxaedy be chmged to 
"wit." 
It is my belief that the amality of Restoration 
cewedy is natumlistic, and that the draaatists 
dealt with moral isstMS, thou^ wittily rather 
than soberly. The "«anne*** interpretation, 
is MWliy a variation on the theory of art t&t 
art's sWke disregards the place of morality in art, 
and ctmsequently emasculates tW literary work that 
it is in Waded to justial^.^# 
Because of the temper of the times, says Pujimura, Restoration drama­
tists accepted a kind of H<*bsian belief in naturalism, in which the 
individual is respoosiU>le only for %&at nature prompts hie to do. 
An Bther%e hero is pwtrmyed "rMlistieall^ as a ymmg man true to 
his own libertine md egoistic nattoe."^® Conversely those chaoract-
ers who are ridiculed have "deviated from nature." Moreova# Pujimira 
extends this #eory to the language of the plays. Etherege accepted 
Mignon, p. 37.. 
Thomas Pujimura. the Restoration Comedy of Wit (Princeton. 
19S2}, p. 4. ~ • ' — — 
43 Pujixmra, p. 54. 
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the "egoistic theory of Imughter..* expounded by Hobbes, accord ing 
to which «en leughed from a stidden realizaticai of their superiority 
over sommt else,"SO ^ euperlority %Aich depended i^pom a correct 
use of wit. 
Aeeordiaf to this point of view, the expcricaco 
of wit i# a titillatioa of the niad ariaimg from 
the novelty of the idea (a similitude, paradox, 
antithesis etc.)®* 
In the light of this theory, Ether^e*$ plays become increasingly 
better item the first to the last beemse in each the charaewrs are 
more clearly defined and differmtiated in terns of their use of wit. 
Sir Frederick in the Caaieal Reva%e displays more "false wit" than 
rml %4t, and so he fails to fulfill his role as rake-hero; his 
antics are "aophmwric." £^i»ant ia The Mm of Nodejxowever. is a 
perfect wit becatise "•.«his g8llmtry$..is more predatory than 
murtly."^^ 
Dale Hnderwwd examines the internal unity of Btherege's plays 
in his book* length smdy of this Restoratim comic draamtist. Under­
wood recognises that previous critics %..have addW mwh to our 
understanding of this body of drma," hut his coac^xn is 
...what the naWw of that comedy is and 
how, if at all, the several elemwta of 
mamers# wit, realim, artificially, and 
style «mstitute aspects of a unified comic 
e#ressi(m#*^ 
50 ftijiawra, p. 9, SI Pujiwra, p. 32. 
Fujûnira, p. 1#. 
Dale Underwood, Etherege and the Seventeenth Centuxy Comedy 
of Manners (New H&wn, 1^% , 
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IR order to aaalyw that mature, Uaderwood catMiites ijw relationship 
of Hobhsian philosophy and aatwralim to Stiierep)*s waWy. Honover, 
he also looks at earlier sevmtemth century comedy, its traditions 
m&d eustms, md relates these to Ether«^e*s work. Ikmderwood uses 
his eonclusioas in close readings md analyses of the plays. Thus 
after expounding the iA»a that "i^ilosoi^ically tM libertine vas an 
mtirmtionalist dei^ing the poMir of mam through reason to em^ive 
reality,"S4 underwood is able to show that The Comical Reiwmiy is 
not mmïy a series of unrelated soemes, as earlier critics had be­
lieved, but rather an attest to define the antizntionalist in conillct 
with a traditional rational etiiieal code. Hie att»^pt at definition 
gives the play its cchesiveness, and IWerwood concludes that the play 
is unified. 
Ëacà of the tWee plots in tSm prose portiem of 
the play supplies its own oppwition to this 
iuiroie courtly world. Sut the ctmtrast is more 
sharply focused, as «w expect from the exposition, 
in the omtral charmxter. Sir Fredrick, who 
becomes tWr#y the play's conic hero.** 
This idea, here artistically ill-comwived, is nested in Etherege*s 
other tw plays where the characters serve as foils md contrasts to 
each other, 
Norman Hollmd, the most recent critic of Restoration comedy, 
follows underwood's lead in atttmpting to find unity in Btherege's 
plays, tte mawmces in his introduction that tite imity of each play 
Itotterwood, p. 13, Underwood, p. 46. 
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Is expressed by the remirent theme ef '^aturtf' m4 "»ppe#r#nce," 
"...the conflict between *mmner»* (i.e. social cmvwtiwa) md 
antisocial •natuml» de»ires."S6 Holland, for whm tWse plays re« 
present a "silwr age of English cc«edy**S7 attempts to analyse the 
plays without tifie restrictions of either a "mmners" or a "morals" 
thesis. Each analysis 
...attempt# to show first how tiie various parts 
of ea# play*"#lots* «^aracters, events, and 
laaguafs—all fit togetbsr into one mlfied 
whole, and seomd, to show how that «Aole re* 
wals certain aspects of reality.®* 
Like (MderwoW, Hollmd sees part of this mity throw# Etherege*s 
use of contrasting ^aracWrs. In The Comical Revmge# for instmw. 
Sir Frederick is a foil to Beawfwt and Gully; Sir Frederick's 
servmt Dufcy In turn serves as a fdll to hi# master. Again, like 
Uhdenmod, Holland comelWes titat the several plot lines in tàe 
play do comwmt on one another, altho%h the play Is awkwardly or­
ganized. The failure,# the play is that it is "not oveipowerimgly 
ftrnay.**®® Holland amclodes that Btherege*s use of contrasting 
characters is moat suecessAtl in The Man of Mode **,..tl» sleek 
coBpeteace of Dorimmt wit^ the strained effects of Sir 
Pï^ling."^ Unity is achieved because both plots in the play are 
resolved by means of some #&ase of Ooriaant's actims, 
Noraw Wollmd, The First Itedem Comedies; The Significance 
o f  E t h e r e # .  W y c h e r l e y .  a n j  % m W r i ' « & e ,  M « û # s a ' c & m e t ' t a # ' ,  
P# 4. 
Holland, p. 8. Holland, p. 26. 
liollimd, p. 7. ^ Holland, p. 81. 
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Why thm mother atWy of B#*rege*$ plays? Becwse, though 
the stitdies by Professors Pujia»ra, (Mder%«ood, mâ Holland offer 
peoetratimg analyses of Ethere##*a art m a eemlo drmatlst, they 
do not eomoMtrat# on £titeerege*s immems# talmt fmr eharaeterixa-
tim. Kujlmxra has puiyosely limitW his hook to a study of language 
in Restoration eoewdies* Itodbrwood limits his swdy in mother way. 
He comviadagly dmeomstratw the ways ia lAich EtMrege's emedies 
are artistic reflect ims of philoeophlcal thought in the tradition 
of Hobbaiam mturalism, a#d hm shows how the various ehameters in 
these plays émmstmt» varie*# faeets of that philosophy, tat he 
fails to say whet^r or not the plays are artistically sueeessful* 
In a*Witlon, W does not explain %&y sow of Bthexege*s eharscters 
do not Wfill tWir omic potential. For instanw, Itadtezwood 
eoirrectly shows that Sir PrWeriok Prolliok in The Cmlcml Wimnm^e 
eigëWies the Restoratim libertine ideal, but he does not show why 
Sir Pre#rl# Is an wmooessful portrayal of ^t ideal, itolland, 
#0 tidies into account the careful s^olarship of both Pujiaura md 
Underwood, gives a rather gmmeral analysis of each EtWrege play; 
his stWy is partimlarly imluable fm his brilliant insights into 
the Imagpxy of these comedies. But, he spends little time on de­
tailed sW^ of characterisation. 
The sc(^ of this p#er is, tWrefore, apparent; it will focus 
on BtWrege's ehaxaeterixation in his three comedies, and thereby 
delineate an aspect of his talent which has never been sufficiently 
examined. Specifically, tMs paper has four purposes; to shew what 
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mtttdn ateirootyped Restoratioi chaMCWrs are like in each play, 
the libertin# hero, the witty heroiw, mad the fop; aeoamd, by 
analysing these chaxmcters mà their relationships ta one anotiher in 
eW% play, to demmatrate the improvemmta in Etherege*s ability to 
portray characters who are successful; tliird, to suggest how 
£therege*s characters beome more individual within tW confines of 
their typ>d roles in eadi m«»essive play; and finally, to perhaps 
contribute to a Mire provocative irmdimg of all three plays. 
To accomplish these ends, I have dividW E#erege's characters 
into two broad classes: Aose with intelligence and those without. 
In the first class are the heroes and heroines of his comedy. Each 
hero cmfoms to libertine valws and is, therefore, a type: Sir 
Frederick Prollick la l&e Comical Revenge, Courtall and Prewan in 
She Would if ^e Could, md DorWnt in TW Mm of Mode, l^e hero* 
ines also belong to a type because they too work in terns of a com* 
mm value system; the Widow in the Comical Revenge. Gatty md 
Arima in She Wcmld if She Could, and Harriet in The Man of Mode. 
those cimrs^ters %Ao ladk intelligence are also types. In eadi 
play they clarify the vaWs of the heroes and hmroiws by serving 
as contrasts to them. The male characters in this grcmp are fops 
because tiiey att«#t to emulate the libertine behavior of the heroes: 
Sir Nicholas Cully in IHe Cowiatl Revenge, Sir Oliver Cockwood and 
Sir Joslin Jolly in She Would if She Could, and Sir Poplin# Flutter 
in The mm of Mode. Similarly, the femle charac^rs in this groqp 
(who fall to control tWir passions and cap* successfully with the 
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aaehinatlons of the rake heroes) contrast with the heroiness Lady 
Coekwood in She Would if She Could and Mrs, k>veit in The Man of Mode. 
The central cmflict in Wiich all these dkaracters are involved 
is always the same in Etherege's plays. The libertine Wro is at­
tracted to the heroine because of her wealth, beauty# and wit, tfe 
attempts to seduce her but is unwiecessfttl and so he agrees to marry 
her. This c<mfliet is ri^presented as a «mtest; tW hero exercises 
his wit md charm in an attempt to overcmw the heroine. She, in turn, 
asserts her wit and charm in an attempt to resist the hero*s advances. 
If she swonAs to her passim before M gives in to her ai^al, the 
heroine loses tW game md is seduced. If she wins, the libertine 
hero agrees to marry her, and no seifatetim takes plao». In Etherege*s 
three coemdies, the hero is always defeated. 
Obviwsly, a study foaising m characterization cannot provide 
«a explication of every aspect of any one comedy. C^sequently, this 
study does not analyse Bthereg«*s stqperb sense of cmic rhythm or 
his i^ility to mniimlate oanvincingly Ae coming and going of a 
large ntaiber of characters thrwgh an intricaw plot. It camot show 
#e qualities of Strega's prose or his facile use of language. This 
study also excludes his mastery of paradt» md imagery %Aich was both 
topical md fascimting to seventeenth mntary audiences. Indeed, 
Professors Ai^imura md WollaW haw quite ably analysed the plays 
from this stan#oint. Similarly, there is no need to duplicate the 
sdiolarship of Pujismra and Underwood who have traced out once and 
for all the sources of and the values implicit in the libertinage 
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typical in all these plays. One must take for granted critical 
conclusions about the libertine tradition in seventeenth century. 
However, it is possible to go beyond Holland and Itaderwood in one 
important critical matter. The need now is to realize that in the 
three plays of Etherege are three different kinds of libertine: 
Sir Frederick in The Conical Revenge is not really a successful 
libertine at all because of his ineptitude at seductim; Courtall 
and Freeman in She Wou'd if She Cou'd are successful libertines who 
are so carefully presented that they suggest that libertinage is 
a genuine ideal; Dorimant in The Man of Mode is a libertine who 
is presented so realistically that it is fair to assert that in his 
last play Etherege is showing how grimy libertinage really is. 
Oiftptor II 
Comical Rgwttg# or Love in a Tub 
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The Cottical Revem#. or Love ia m Bth#reg*** first ecnedy, 
WW px*o<toced ia March, 1664, md published in July of that ymx*^ 
The play is an artistic failure aot because it has several apparent­
ly tœrelated threads of plot, as earlier critics have suggested^ but 
because its major eharactem, the r^e Sir Frederick Frollick, the 
heroime the Widow Rich* and #e fop Sir Nicholas Cully* are poorly 
portrayed. Sir Frederick is a poor rake because, for one thiag, he 
does aot possess the intelligence cne expects in a Restoration liber* 
thie. His frequmt references to sex are mo%% gross ihm Kitty, and 
his behavior is adolescent rather thm soj^isticated. The Widow 
serves mly as a foil to Sir Frederick and so has no particular 
dimemiwaality. As a fcp Sir Nicholas Oilly vacillates betMeen 
simple gullibility and vulgar affectatim, and since ea# of these 
faults ernes to the fore in separate «^isodes, it is i^ossible to 
form a single, cohesive impression of him. As a result of these 
failures in chwacterisatlon, this comedy is little more than an 
occasionally famy series of farcical episodes. 
EV«B SO, recent critics have prc^cmnded a tWory about Sir 
^ tt, F, B, Brett*Salth (ed.), Introduction to The Dramatic 
Wortui of Sir George Btherege (Oxford. 1%7), I, xv. ' 
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ûmetim in The Cwleml Revenge that deserves more them 
passing attentim# Dale Ubderwood sees Sir Frederick as a link be-
tweem #e wcqrH of courtly love# represented by the play's xqiper 
plot, and the world of eaznal semality, r^resented by the lower 
plot. Sir Frederick's marriage to the Widow is symbolic of a i«-
eoRciliation of the best elments of tWse two worlds, and Sir 
Frederick himself becomms a golden mean: 
At # worst /Sis marriag^ is a compraeise 
with the ineluctable desires of natural man 
in an unnatuxal society# At its best it 
possesses the essential fo%m#tims for fbl-
fillmeat at a level above th# libertiJM but 
below the rommtie rea#es of courtly asswptim.^ 
Moraaa Holland, in his provocative swdy of Etherege, agrees witii 
Umderwood* Ae world é the u|^er plot s#stitutes for physical love 
a "kind of religious devotiem to the loved me," while in the lower 
plot "the basest motives are tricked mt as love, friendship, or 
hmor»"^ Cmsequmxtly, because Sir Frederick "partakes of both 
sides," Holland also sees him as "a golden mem casts a oMic 
perspective on the doings of all the ehameters, both high and Im##"^ 
One would like to agree with Holland and Underwood, but to do so 
means to shut me*s eyes to tW fact that this rake's action# do not 
comply %*iiA the ummi criteria for a golden mean. Sir Frederick is 
quite plainly a stupid, &%ll.vitted, poorly-coaasived libertine, 
incapable of understanding #j%e comic c<mpr<mise that results in his 
2 Dale (Werwood, p. 64. 
^ Nmmm Holland, p. 2S. 
^ Norman tiollmd, p# 25. 
so 
marriage at th# end of th» play. 
Assertions such as these are, of course, meamlngles# until 
s#staHtlateë by close analysis of crucial episodes in the play* 
Md close analysis in this instance will be meamimgfUl to the gen­
eral reader only if he has a synoptic knowledge of the plot of the 
play, taxts of which are not always easy to obtain. 
The three strands of action in this comedy are quite imcoa» 
PHeated, (1) Sir Frederick, a debauched libertine, sets out to 
seduce tW Widow Rich, am intelligmt, obviously attractive upper-
class matron. His several attempts are unsuccessful; to win her 
favor he is forced to propose marriage mâ swear fidelity to her, 
an outcome jdie has sought throughout the play. (2) Graciwa, the 
Widow's niece, is secretly in love with Lord Beaufort, but their 
love affair is complicated by Br«ciaaa*$ engagement to Colonel 
Bruce, a loyalist soldier who has been captured by Cronwellian forces 
and freed. Graciana vacillates between tW tw men; duty imd honor 
dmand #at she marry Bruce, while true love demands tl»t she marry 
Beaufort. After a duel between the rivals, Beaufort wins Graciana*s 
hamd, and Brwee is pledged to her s is tar, Aurelim, (5) Concurrmtly, 
Sir Nicholas Cully, a comtry gentleman knighted by Cromwell, is 
duped in a card game by two wnfidema wa, Mieadle and Palmer, md 
loses a thousand pmmds. In a related episode, Wheadle suggests 
that Cully wo a lady pretending to be the rich Widow but %Ao is 
actually #eadle*@ mistress. Sir Frederick prownts that marriage 
and sxAseqwontly tricks Cully, Palmer, and Wheadle into marriages 
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tdth ¥ama of questlwiabie renutatitxi. 
TbMe thrw plot* 4o aot have equal eigmifieaece in the total 
ttctim, Ihe episottes involving Beaufort attd Graelaaa, which are *et 
in heroic c<mplets« are not inteaded to be htaaorous and therefore 
coMtrihute little to the comic toute of tW play. Since neither 
these serimis characters* nor their language and their sentimmtal 
wta%le*mts reoccur in sWisequmt comedies by Etherege, they are 
eaitted frm the following analysis. But, the courtly world of tWse 
episodes is ia^rtant for two reasmas to a disoissian of Sir Pre<Wrick 
mA the Widow, First, tW Widow, like Beaufort and Gracisna, be­
lieves in txaditioaal Christian values, the validity of marriage, 
mû spiritual love# Second, Bemtfort's cmtrtly love values are 
emtrasted with Sir Frederick's values in the seines ia ykifk the 
two Appear together. 
The most importxmt strand of actiim in The Comical Revmge is 
the conflict idtich takes plam between the Widow md Sir Frederick, 
a game of wits in whi# Sir Frederick pits his libertine skills 
against the wiliness of the Widow. Because this situation occtqiies 
mW* of the play (and is a situation repeatW in the two sxAsequent 
comedies of Etherege) it is the most important of the three plots 
in The Comical Revenge, Cœdcal Iwre are the complicated attempts 
of each protagonist to win the battle of the sexes* In each of their 
several skirmishes, the Widow reduces Sir Frederick irm his pose as 
a witty libertine to a vindictive and petulant fop» Eventually, to 
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win anything» Sir Fxtderick is obliged to proposo marriage. Con-
s «Nouent ly, because Sir Frederick is so easily cmqwred and is re­
duced to mtch less than the ideal libertine, it is hard to consider 
him an ideal goldtm mean, as Holland end Underwood suggest. 
XI 
Before owmmting on #e episodes leading tq> to Sir Frederick's 
hmi lia ting deA*at, one oust explain tW ideal of the Restoration 
libertine ima %Ai<& he #viate» so obviously. In gmaeral,#e 
libertine rejects moral md religious traditicms end institutions 
whl(A he either believes no longer valid or whi^ he camot ratim-
ally justice He believes only In the reality of his j^ysical 
appetites %Ald% oust be gratified rather than denied. Oaisequently, 
the libertine is preoccupied witih the pleasures of drink» food, and 
s<a. In part his belief that these hedonistic pleasures are justi­
fiable st«ns f^OB his observance of the hypocrisy of those who pre-
t»nA to uphold orthodox Christian moral beliefs #ich they do not, 
inéied cmnot, practice* Unlike su#& hypocrites, the libertine 
recognises the absurdity of trying to ^et traditional swrality's 
lequirment that appetite be denied and simultaneously the demands 
of his plQfsical self $Aldk cries out for satisfacticai, for both de­
mands cannot be satisfied at once. Religlm, then is unimportant 
to the libertine except lAen on occasion he must profess a belief in 
traditional moral values in order to trick a hypocrite into helping 
him satisfy his physical desires. The libertine's deviations from 
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«a4 his ayisaults tradltloaal mml co4es are wmally sexual, 
and apart frm his beliefs» he is wealthy, haadsom, and courageous* 
But abow all he must be intelligent} he must be sèle te demonstrate 
his intelligaaoe in witty dialogue and subtle plots whose eM is 
seduction.^ 
Aewrdiagly, the point I have Wen moving toward is this: Sir 
Frederick deviates in too mmy significant ways fz%m this definitim 
to be GOBsidered a sueeessltel rake. The first two scenes of The 
Coaioal Revwge show eonelusively that Sir FrWerick ««bodies some 
of these libertine vaMes, but tiMi remainder of the play demonstrates 
that he lades fte single most Wportamt trait of the mke—intelli­
gence* Pw without it. Sir Prederidk is wither a o(mvincl% liber­
tine nor a satisfactory chaxveter* 
III 
The first two SC«MS of The Comical Revenge dramatize the world, 
the values, and the limitatims of Sir Frederick Prollick, irito is 
arêt discussed by his servmt IMfoy. Sir Frederick, W%o had been 
drinking the night before, had cradked open Dufoy's head. Sudh 
drinking bouts ocmr regularly in Sir Frederidi's lifs. Ihtfoy's 
speed* also divulges another of Sir Frederick's important character­
istics. He behaves Impulsively, rather than Mtionally. Yet ccmtrary 
^ For a more detailed explanation of the values of the liber­
tine SM Thomas l%j imura. The Restoration Comedy of Wit (Frinceton, 
New Jersey, 1952), Chapters "ï and ik| mà t^^erWcST, biapters I wid 
II. 
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to expectstitm» when Sit Frederick does appear he is humble and 
apologetic rather than pugmmcioue, 
Pttfoyt GoodMwr, good-«or to your Vershippej 
me m alvay ready to ettemde your 
Morshippe, md ymir Vorshippe*s alvey 
ready to beati^ end to ahuss me; ym 
were dmrnW de last^ night#, mû my 
head aké to day morning;..» 
Sir Fred; Prethee Forbearj I mm sorry for*it. 
(I, U, 1-14)6 
An important ehare&teristio of Sir Frederick*s world is its lack 
of «Pder md apparent chaos. In addition to fkifey^ Clark (,Bomiùtt*s 
seriMWt)# «Id Beaufort, fiddlers and ceechmem aeon arrive to demand 
payment for the damage dme during the previous night** debauch. Jemmy, 
servant to Grace, Wheedle'* mistress amd cwaer of tW house where the 
drinking party took place, also appears to criticise Sir F%ederidk*s 
wildness. Again he appears humble and apologetic, but Wcmse he 
does not believe that léuit he has dme is mr&lly wrong, his apology 
is insincere. As a libertine. Sir Frederick has not aimed becmise 
he does not aAmit that fulfilling naWral i^petite is sinfttl. thus 
his hmgover, his scolding servant, his mgry debtors, md the furious 
J#my are only j^sical discomfits, tie will not argue, accepts their 
rebukes, aad offers apologies simply to rid himself of nwismces. 
Sir Frederick** world, we learn, is peopled by chamcters of in­
ferior stwial class Who are Intimately connected with vice. Dufoy 
has a veneral disease; Grace r%ms a house of prostitution; Wieadle is 
^ All citations to the plays of Btherege refer to "FW Drmmtlc 
Works of Sir Gemrge Bthemge. ed. with intiw. mad notes "Vy ff." K' W. 
5'vols, 1927). 
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a thief. Excessive drinking is their mejor recreation* and in this 
corrupt amosphere. Sir Frederick is thoroughly at hoaw. 
In the secmxd scene of Act I we are introduced to another 
significant characteristic of Sir Frederick. No matter what tto 
tf^ic, his speeches consistently cm tain sly references to sex; in 
fact. Sir Frederick cannot refer to a waaan without alluding w 
sex. Thus, in an attempt to describe his hangover, he says; 
"Now do I feel more Qualms thm a ymmg woman in breeding" 
(I, ii, 26*27}. He follows this comparison with a gross reference 
to Beaufort's relationship with Graciana. *^r8. Graciaaa has 
flimg a squib into his Boses», where the wild-fire will hugee 
for a time, and then cradt; it fly's out at's bweches" (I, ii, 
196-8). 
His actions as well as his language in this sccne again in» 
dicate Sir Frederick's central preocG#ati<m. After a denunciation 
of his tactlessness by Jenny, Sir Frederick tries to dispell her 
fury with an «abrace--hardly a tactlUl act and not *&at one wmxld 
expect from a paragon of libertine subtlety and craft. But more 
important, his Mtioms are not those of a character symbolising a 
golden mean that links his depraved world with tiie courtly world of 
Beaufort and the Widow. 
Sir PrW. ...trust me not if thmi are not 
grown most wondrous pretty. 
^ffers to hwg ho^ 
Maid. Stand off, or I protest l'le make the 
people in your Lodging know what a manner of 
man you are. 
Sir Fred. You and I have been intWate 
acquaintances; why so coy now, Jenny? 
(I, ii, 92-97) 
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As a z«preseiitatlv« of a more cultivated world than that to 
which Sir Frederick 1» mceustowd, Beaufort is a discordant note 
in this s€»ne. Although his love for Graclana is honor^le and 
apparmtly follows traditicmal values, his romance is parodiW and 
reduced to sexual terns in Sir Frederick*» first mentioB of it, 
"...how thrive y mi JUb ycHir more honourable adventures? Is harvest 
time war? fftien is the Sickle to be put i«tii*Com?" (I, ii, 170-1). 
The difference betmm the two worlds becomes explicit in Beaufort's 
reply which equates happiness with sarris^e. Beaufort at least 
professes reverence for the traditional moMS Prollick defies. 
Sir Frederick's reply to Beaufort establishes once and for all 
his attitWe toward wmmen. He suggests that Beaufort revezes 
Graciana **wmaturally'* since she is aortal. 
X mistrust your Mistresses Divinity; you'l 
find her Attributes but Mortal; Women, like 
Juglers' tricks, appear Miracles to tîw 
ignorant; but in thwaselves tb*are mere cheats. 
(I, ii, 179-181) 
The sense of superiority over women whic^ the Restoration rake 
typically feels is obvious in this stateawat. The rake has this 
attitude because he thinks of women as irratimal and incapable of 
coping with life* As Sir Frederick notes, "...men are now and thm 
subject to those infizmities in drink, which women have when th* 
are sober" (II, ii, 60-62). Irwiieally, these statements and his 
preoccupation with sexuality indicate the limits of Sir Frederick's 
knowledge of women, for Sir Frederidc's failure in his cmflict with 
the Widow stems frtnn the paucity and inaccuracy of that knowledge. 
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Sir Frederick himself recognizes that he is not a golden mean. 
When Beaufort Ijnvites hi* to dine at '^y Lord Bevill's table,** he 
replies that he will accept rnily **«,,upoB condition you*I excuse my 
errors; ym know my conversation has not been moogst ceramonicnis 
ladies" (I, ii, 189-190), This statement indicates Sir Frederick's 
recognition of the gulf between his world and that of society, and 
such a recognition would be valuable to Sir Frederick if he mro 
bright enough to opérais in terms of it. But unfortmately, in 
his battles with the Widow, he forgets tW gap between their re­
spective iwrlds. How foreign the world of Lord Bevill*s table and 
Beaufwt's romance is to that of Sir Frederick really beccmes ap­
parent when Beaufort hints that the Widow has bectme interested in 
him, "What?" replies Sir Frederick, "the Widow has some kind 
thoughts of my body?" (I, ii, 264-S}. Mow gauche is this reply I 
But it is typical. Sir Frederick has the idiotic pride of those 
who can think mly in terms of their mm sexual attractiwmess. 
TTiat he believes the Widow is seeking cmly sexual gratifica­
tion Mid will be easy prey is indicated in his last speedbt in 
scene ii, "Well, since *tis my forume, i*le about it. Widow, thy 
ruine lie on thy o#m headi Faith, my Lord, you can witness 'twas 
none of my seeking" (II, ii, 214-218). Sir Frederick reveals his 
o$m stupidity by simplifying the situation between himself and the 
Widow. By assuming that she is physically attracted to him, and 
that there is no other reason for her interest in him, he imposes 
on her the attitudes which he associates with the %mmen he has 
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km mm Intiaately, like Wheedle*# mistress Grace, Grace's maid, and 
his owa current wench, Lucy. Thus he sets out to sedwe tW Widow 
Ri^ without realiiing that she may not be amenable to seduction. 
The first two scenes of this comedy dmonstrate that Sir 
Frederick enters the lists with #e Widow severely handicapped by 
two misconceptions about women he has developed as a result of his 
previous experiences with them. Because the vmm Sir Frederick 
knows intimately are all accustomed to vice and sexuality, he 
asmmes that all women are sexually motivated; and because he has 
mastered tlw women in his world, he assumes that be is superior to 
all women. If Sir Frederick were truly as intelligent as the ideal 
libertine, he would not attempt to transfer his knowledge of how 
to seduce lower class women to an attempted seduction of an upper-
class women; he would reco#ti%e that approaches which succeed with 
Gram or Jenny are not apt to succeed with the Widow. 
IV 
the scenes between ti^e Widow wd Sir Frederick are repetitive. 
Three times he attea^ts a trick whiiA he hopes will result in the 
Widow's admission of her desire for him. Bach trick fails either 
because it does not appeal to her or because he is foiled by extran­
eous circumstances. Moreover, each trick is more ludicrous than 
the last. First Sir Frederick storms her house with a retinue of 
musicims and servants. Next he plays dead «id is carried into her 
hoM on a bier. Finally, he sends her a note telling her he is 
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iaprlsopod and requesting bail. It is noticeable that in each in­
cident he depends an mechanical devices rather tiian wit to gain the 
Widow's fever and that each swcceedlRg incident more emphatically 
develops th# idea that Sir Frederick cannot cope with the Widow in 
a face-to-face conSrmt&tlm, 
The failure of each trick is followed by an attempt by Sir 
Frederick m the Widow's person, her rejectit® of hi®, and his ang:^ 
exit. Accordingly, a detailed explication of me such episode is 
sufficient to dmrnmstrate th# nature of all of them. The first en­
counter differs txm the others in one impmrtwit respect; Sir 
Frederick here learns enough about the Widow's character so that he 
CHight to realize that all his ridiculous tricks will inevitably fall. 
The fact that he never does makes his stupidity clear. 
On first meeting the Widow, Sir Frederick is obviously feeling 
his way, •Whither, whither do you draw me, Widow? What's your 
designT" (II, i, 18-19). He recognizes that she is strangely dif­
ferent jBrom other *(%en he has encountered, and he lets his guard 
doiffii by showing that he is mystified about how she should be treated. 
His attempt to use the language of love that Beaufort uses with 
Graeiana is a failure. "Hie Widow replies m a witty level and calls 
Sir Frederick "foolishly conceited*" Sir Frederick's vamted super­
iority begins to disappear rapidly; 
Sir Pred. Faith I wou'd have thee come as 
aÏMr 'as" possible to something or other I 
have been us'd to converse with, that I aay 
better know how to entertain thee. 
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Widow. Prmy whldi of those Ladies ym use to 
converse with, ccMild you fancy #e to like? 
Be merry and tell me. 
Sir PrW. Twere too great a sin to compare thee 
to nay of them; and yet th'ast so iacens'd me, 
I can hardly forbear to wish thee «me of 
•«#, 
(II, 1, 40-48) 
Thm, in keeping with his character and in spite of his tacit recog­
nition that she is different Arom his usual tavern wench. Sir 
Frederi(A attempts to mollify the Widow in the same way he tried to 
twaper Jenny's anger: "By thCMie lips.,.** and them Sir Frederick, 
rejected physically, resorts to the first of many petulant retorts 
about the nature of his opponent's sexuality: "Widows must needs 
have furious flames; the bellows have been at wo%& and blown 
up." (II, i, 94). 
Sir Frederick's wish that the Widow might be tlie kind of womm 
he has knorn is changed to compulsion in succeeding scenes, tie in­
dicates twice tiiat he recognises the gulf between the Widow and him­
self, and implicit in this rewgnition is the knowledge that to se­
duce her he mist use tactics different from thiae he has used in 
the past. Also implicit is Btherege's need as an author to show 
that Sir Frederick gradually recognises his inability to seduw the 
Widw and his growing love for her. And so Sir Fwderidi becomes 
increasingly anxious to gain ttui Widow's favor, for only in i^is 
way can Etherege prepare for Sir Frederick's sudden shift from a 
lascivious rake to a doting lover at the play's cmaclusion. However, 
either Etherege or Sir Frederick has forgotten his recognitim of 
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the Widow*# special qualities Iwcause when Sir Prederldk approaches 
her in later scews, his actions reveal a m^mvy lapse. 
One speech la these episodes deserves censideratim because 
it points out Ëtherege*s failure to give Sir Frederick any awareness 
of how grotesqw his failure is. After the Widow has sent the bail 
to release Sir Frederick frm his feigned imprisoBment*-aa apparent 
victory for hi**"he taunts md ridicules her before his servmt. 
KiW Widow, tiumk thee for this release; ha, 
ha, ha; where is your counteii^lot, Widow? Ha, 
ha, ha, at her, Oufoy. Come, be not so 
melmcholly; we*I to the Park; I care not if 
I s|M»rà a piece or two upcn thee in Tarts md 
O&eesecakes, Pish, Widow, «Ay so such out of 
hwour? *Tis no shme to love such a likely 
ywmg fellcw. 
(V, ii, 145-151) 
This speech more thm suggests Sir Frederick's stupidity. The 
attitude he displays is not that of m artful and successful se­
ducer. It is the attitude of a coarse md revemeful child. Sir 
Frederick actually believes the Widow has been competing with him 
on his own level md is now going to submit to his desires. Mow-
ever, #e Widow reacts differently md smds him amy. 
iy this point in the play it is impossible w cmceive of Sir 
Frederick as a golden mm* All he does is a reflection of the dis­
ordered, vice-corrupted world of (Aich he is a part. To truly be a 
goldm mem, he must cmbine the best of the libertine world—its 
vitality md Imk of hypocrisy—with the best in the Widow's world. 
Sir Frederick cannot accomplish this feat; nothing he has said in­
dicates that he has learned anything at all about tiie Widow's world. 
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C(m#@qwatly, wMm Sir Prederick Is finally Killing to accept 
th» Widow's coBditioBS about marriage and fidelity, he does so in a 
way that belies consistency in characterization. Marriage In Sir 
Frederick's code is not a natural state, yet he sow accepts with­
out hesitation this instiwtim. His acceptance is not believable. 
All Etherege has shown us in the character of Sir Fz«derick is his 
failure to recognise that his knowledge of wosen is j^omplete. 
(kly on level of langwge does fitherege satisfactorily show 
how the positions of th# Widow and Sir Frederick hav# been reversed. 
She is his swgpezior at the end of the play. In ^t I Sir Frederick 
could sMte that the conflict between a mm and a w&um Is like that 
of a mn fishi%x 
Smm wmant like fishes, despise the Bait, or 
else suspect it, whil'st still its bobbing at 
their mouths; but subtilly wav'd by the Angler's 
hand, greedily hang themselves upm the hocric. 
there are many so critically wise; they'l 
suffer nwe to det^ive tibem, Wt themselves. 
(I, ii, 207-211) 
In the last scene the meta#*or is reversed, œd the Wiitow can say of 
Sir Frederick, "idien your gorge is empty you'l come to the lure 
again" (V, v, 51-2), But this reversal does not wrk. Sir 
Frederick singly has not grown enou# to make his comic fall accept-
#le. will never succeed as a txm libertine; he has neither 
the intelligwce nor the cuaning. As a rake, his mly sterling 
characteristic is a lack of conscience. 
the Widow's sole fknction in the play is to serve as a foil 
to Sir Frederick, and this she does Wairably. Fujimura claims that 
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tW Widow "...ahowB a lm@k of perspicacity and the malice of o 
true wit, so that she is »o ready match for Sir Frederick"^ but 
quite the mntrary is true, "flie Widow successfully counters Sir 
Frederick w am intellectual level in all of their exchanges. She 
is not, hewmver, a credible character because her failure to be 
totally repulsed by Sir Frederick belittles the judgment and intel­
ligence which ehe shows throughout the rest of the play. As a woman 
in love she is not a sympathetic character. She has little depth as 
a character simply because Etherege tells only @no%h about her to 
satisfy the demands of his plot. Gonseqwntly, she shows none of 
the complexity of personality of Etherege *s later heroines. 
V 
the most obviously unmiceessful chaMCWr in The Comical Revimge 
is Sir Nicholas Cully, the Cromwellian knight. Indeed, there are two 
Cullys, or so it seems^ from tW different pictures Etherege gives of 
him in tW two episodes in which he is involved. Cully is the fdp, 
a type which in Restoration comedy usually has one quality which never 
varies: the attempt in son» way to mulate the manners and actixm# of 
the libertine hero. He thus becomes an important figure in the plays, 
becm*se his presence reinforces thwiugh contrast the position of the 
Wro, because be is an example of what is ridiculous in the libertine 
ccKte md because his purpose in the play is to serve as a butt of de­
rision. the laughter accorded him is cruel. He may, however, transcend 
^ Pujimura, p. 91. 
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the audience's cm tempt mû bec<m», like Sir Piling Flutter ia 
Ëtherege*s lest pley, a character i4o is compelliag because of the 
individual qualities he possesses. 
Typically, then. Cully's function ia The Comical Revenge is to 
serve as a toll to Sir Frederick. One expects, therefore, that 
Cully's behavior will indioite both his stupidity and his af6»cta-
tion so stMmgly that ^e rcoutor e*m react to him with cwtwpt. 
Such, hoKever, is not the case, bemuse tiiere are two Cullys. the 
first is gullible ntd innocent, md does not deserve our am tempt 
while the secmd is s%pld, gross, and extremely affected, (miy 
the second Ctlly laeuly follmfs the requirements for the fop as a 
type in Restoration drasta. 
The first Cully episode presents tlie gullible side of his 
chamcter ootd scarcely hints at his contemptible aspects. Me is 
flattered by Wheadle idto pretends to be his friend, but #0 plans 
to exploit hiA instead. In his first appearance Cully makes only 
perfknctory remaorks, ncne of id&idi indicate his stupidity. Wis 
eager reaction to Wheadle's proposal of m affair witii some ''Loyal-
hearted LadiM^ displays less foppishness than naivete. In the next 
scene, Wheadle, having received a false note from the woman Cully 
was to meet, feigns anger at her being unable to meet them. Imocent 
of the plot being carried out against him. Cully breathes the only 
air of cmmmn sense in the scene. 
Cone, Cone, Wheadle, another time will do; 
be not so passionate man. Pish, 'tis an 
accident: Come, let us drink a glass of 
Wine, to put #ese Woaen imt of our heads. 
(II, iii, 29-54) 
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In spit# of Cully's apparent greed in the gambling seeiw, he 
is guilty of nme of the Baliciousaess of his empmions. #at is 
again more obvi<ms than CXilly*s atupidity is simply his gullibility. 
In the duel some* Etherege shows us an aspect of Gxlly's character 
which does indeed make him a contrast for Sir Frederick* Cully is 
a coward %Ao prefers not to fight for his hmor. However, Cully 
readily admits this trait while at tW same time professing a*ar 
for Nheadle's safety because he thinks hiUi a true friend. Because 
of his cowardice. Cully cœmot fight; he rationalizes the situation 
and ann«m<»s that his c^nscienoe keeps hia from fighting in a 
"wrcmg Cause.** Even in this scene. Cully is not cmtmptible; he 
only deserves pity. 
The second Cully to appear is a mmre recognizable f(^; in fact, 
he is a wholly different character. Thinking that through Wheadle 
he has made an assignation with Ae Widow, Cully sets out to imitate 
Sir Frederidc. ills speech lacks the sense and restraint it showed 
earlier, and his actions show that his naivete has been replaced 
by affWctatim: 
Sir NI1&* Wheadle and what thiWc you of this 
Wa&it? is it not vezy modish? 
#ead. As any man need wear; llow did you 
iEttOÏsh yourself so suddenly? 
Sir Midi. Suddenly? I protest I was at 
ïe&TT&teen Breakers, before I eou*d suit 
my self exactly into the fashion; but now 
I (kifie Sir Frederick! I am as fine as he, 
and will be as mad as he, if that will carry 
the Widow, I*le warrant thee. 
(IV, 11, 11-19) 
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The emtmst is obvicnts. Ihis Cully# by M#uming the dress 
«ad behavior of Sir Frederick# thinks he will be as appealing as he 
assumes Sir Frederick is* Imstwd, Cully only appears ludicrous. 
His toast to tiie "Widow," who is actually the prostitute Grace im 
disguise, shows Cully at his worst: '*i#re«s a Brimmer then to her, 
and all the Fleas about her*» (IV, iii, 23-4). He adds, "Shall I 
bseak the vinémmV* Sir Pwderiek had brokeu tM windows at Grace's 
how# out of a klM of exuberaac* that pervades all his actions. 
But his waggery, howswr sophomortc, is free from affectatitm. What 
Sir Frederick does, he does because he wmts to, not becwse he is 
anxious to «mform to a certain eode. Cully, however, acts met be­
cause of am emubermt spirit but rather because he mist cmfom to 
a rigid coda in mder to win tW Widow, and more specifically the 
Widow's fortme. The seomd Cully behaws according to #e my he 
believes Sir Frederick would Whave. Miat is self-expression for 
Ae latter becoMS prescriptico for tiie fomer. In smm&ry, while 
C^lly does serve#"OB occasion»"*# a foil to Sir Frederick, he is 
not a credible character. His sMft frca simple gullibility to 
gross affectation is so rapid aad inexplicable that the reWer is 
and dissatisfied and is willing to be Hew that Btherege 
was wretchedly iUai^t in his characterization of (klly# It is only 
#e se<%»d Cully tiiat anticipates the itheregean fops in She Wm%*d 
if She Ceu*d and me Man of Mode. 
III 
Sh# W*w*d if Sb# Cou'd 
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%e Wou'd if Sh# EtMwge's se<»»i4 emmdy, did not apgwar 
until 1668, four years after the proAxetion and publiaitian of The 
Cawieal Reveam.^ Thia play i# auperioar in mrery way to its pre#-
eessor «id, although several elemmts have beem retained from the 
first eoBtedy (notably ## machinatioms of a naturalistic man in a 
hypocritical society and the use of dharacwrs as foils and contrasts 
to one @no#er) # they have been worWd into a ^ttem which is more 
unified and mwe memingW, and far more complex. 
In The Comic Spirit of thm Restoration» Henry Tea Bydt. Perry 
states, "It is significant how ia each of ^therege'sj comedies the 
figure of a chanting wmm dominates the piece.Vet, in his dis-
cussion of She Wou'd if She Cou'd, Perry admits that Lady Cockwood, 
a decidedly mchaming wmam "...herself is the central figure of 
the piece, am object f«r mirth because stw does not deceive her 
husband as sh# hqpes mod plms to do."* His assessment of Lady 
Cockwood is essentially correct; she is ^ focus not only of many 
^ M» P. S. Brett-Saith, I, %xvii. 
2 (New Haven, 1925), p. SO. 
^ Perry, p. 15. 
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of th* play's «vonts but also of the tWme; hmor in conflit^ 
with sexual ^slres. She is «#re than this, h we ver; she is a 
complete and coapelling study of frustrated sexuality whose uRi#e 
perswality contributes to the overall success of the play. 
The #ief characters in She Wou*d if She C<«i*d r^at, with 
one exception, roles Bttmrege establisWd as typically his mm in 
%e Caaical Reve%e. Sir Frederick Prollick's role as a libertitie 
has bem taken over by two protagonists: Cour tall amd Preeasa. Sir 
Uidholas Cully's role as éape and fop is repeated by Sir Oliver 
Codomod and Sir Joslia Jolley. the Widow in the Cgaieal iUtvenge 
has no exact ommwrpart in this play. In fact, her role as foil 
to the libertine hero seems to have been split to two. Arima and 
Catty# the unmarried, attractive, and witty yom$ natmalistic 
heroines of the play, assww mly part of t^e Widow's role. WLy 
Cockwood, is a new type, a female d#e to be omtrasted with the 
young ladies, just as her hwbsmd and kinmam are to W contrasted 
wi#% Cmrtall and Preensn* She is—like the Widow—a woman wto has 
mm satisfied hwr s«»ual desires but *Ao now has anmtablished 
social reqputation for honenr md chastity tMch restrains her from 
fWrther satisfactims. The use of two «AazacWrs for ee&h typed 
role m«a»le itherege to be more ej^licit ia his development of lAe 
valws and ideals of eidb role. Court all answers qwstims put to 
him by Freeman, so that their dialo#e is a way of defining their 
libertine l^als. Similarly, Arima asks Catty qwstims about 
t&e nature of their values. Sir Joslia is little more than a plot 
so 
for aiding and encoitzaging Sir Oliver's lame attempts 
at debauchery, which hardly need de finition. 
Ihoti^h the several plot lines of the earlier play have been 
r(q)laced with a single plot in this comedy, tiie action is not less 
but m>re complicated. Lady Cockwood returns to London, after an 
abswee of five with her husbmd Sir Oliver, her kin man 
Sir Joslin, md Sir Joslin's nieces, Ariana md Gatty. LWy 
Coekwood hopes to renew an unconswmmated affair with Cwrtall, a 
yomg town rake «%d an acquaintance of her husband. Courtall aW 
his frimd Prewmam, however, are attracted to Sir Joslin*s nieces, 
Wwm throughout the play they are anxious to sethice. As a con­
sequence, La# Coekwood*s attempts at a successful assignation with 
Courtall are contintally thwarted, since Courtall uses his friend-
idiip with the Cockwoods only as a means of arranging an assignation 
for himself and Freeman with the ymmg ladies. But Ariana md 
Gatty thwart tW rakes even when leading thm on, and by the end of 
the play have forced thm into sincere pr#osals of marriage. 
Throughout, Sir Oliver and Sir Joslin omsider themselves the epi* 
tome of wicked town gallants, even to ^e point of employ 1% a 
certain Mr. Rake-Hell, a procurer. But they are foiled at every 
sexual attempt by the unexpected presence of the rest of the 
charwwrs who, in turn, are frustrated in their own assignations. 
EtfaAxege's theme of honor in conflict with desire is character­
ised by the tw sets of @pposix% values, at polar extremes ftm one 
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another. Lady Cockwood and her husband profess a belief itt orthodox 
Christian morality, symbolized by their alleged belief in marriage. 
In nmlity, they believe cotly in adhering to the accepted moral 
code of a hypocritical society in order to protect their om re­
putations frtm criticim, and so they adhere to the obligations of 
formal marria^ vms oily cmtimrdly. Consequently, tW *mrd "honor** 
has meming for tite Cockwoods only in its social amlxtxt* POT Lady 
Cockuwod h«mor has become synonyaous idth reptation; to her, honor 
cm only be violated if her sexual variances from the mores per­
mitted by the social code should becoM piAlicslly knmm. 
In contrast, Courtall mû Freeman believe in a libertine code 
W&ich allwfs them to gratify their sexual appetite without comptmc» 
tiOB. They do not accept orthodox belief in marriage because such 
beliefs would impeded tW satisfacticm of their healthy sexual 
ai^tite« thus, honor #r than wms the abjuration of honor as 
understood 1^ the Cock woods md by ortWdox Christianity. To do so 
wimld be to accept hypocrisy as mmral behavior. Nevertheless they 
are willing to woxt within the boundaries of the agreed social code, 
if by so doing they em satisfy these ^sires* Moreover, their 
honor can be violated only idwn ad^rence to the hypocritical social 
code becomes necessary, C@Rsequmtly, ^ comedy implicit in the 
situation lies in tha fact that the proponents of both sets of 
values are in different ways hc^rites. 
IMf Codkwood is torn between two desires; her fervent wish 
to maintain her reputation as m honorable womm and her equally 
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Imtwse deaizm to gratify h«r ovordevoloped libidiaotis instimcts. 
Courtall is similarly, if less furiwsly, driven by two desiras: 
his wish to be true to his libertine beliefs by achieving sexual 
imicR with Gatty outside the bwds of marriage, and his desire to 
find out «dty he is attracted to Gatty by feelings whi<^ are not 
Just sewal* By the denowment, each of tWse characters has a 
conic fall. Lady Cockwood is forced to choose between her reputa­
tion md her passion; she is conic becauM she chooses reputation 
and honor, a code #ich in reality she does not understand and would 
not a^Mzept in her heart, if she did# Courtall is forced to re­
pudiate his rejection of the validity of marriage—a fbadamental 
principle in the libertine code—by agreeing to marry Gatty, with 
i&sai he has fall«n in love. 
Hie diief difference between these two characters is their 
intelligence. Lady Cockwood*s comic fall md empromise, her final 
decision to sei^ sextol gratification only in marriage md thus 
preserve her honor, is less valuable because of the nature of what 
sM considers to be honowble. ^e is exposed as a stupid womma, 
for sW never recognises that honor and integrity (mght to be 
inseparable and that to be truly honorable sM must appear honorable 
to herself as wll as to society, thus her reformation is not a 
reformation at all. By choosing reputation over passion, sh# re­
mains a hypocrite in terns of the wde she professes to respect; 
she has simply substituted pride for passion. 
Courtall*s comic fall and compromise is quite another thi)%. 
S3 
By at&zryias Gatty h« ia, it is tfue, moving away frcm his libertine 
jpwition. But one cmmot assime that his fall represemts an 
aeceptmce of traditiomal values or a substantiation of thm on 
the part of Ettuirt^, any more thm «me em assume that tW implied 
condemnation of LMy Cocktrood is a Christian indictment of a hypo­
crite. Eventually» Etherege cmadems lady Cockirood for her failure 
to recogmi*# the nature of the system of values she espouses. But 
this esaideanati<m does not imply that those values are wrtmg or 
ri,ght« 1huS( her role in the play is finally negative. Courtall's 
fall and cmpiwise is actually an indication of growth ia his per-
ceptiveness. #ile Lady Codkwood is denied both sexual satisfaction 
and himor, Courtall is rewarded being given the object of his 
desires, although mot on his om terms. His growth dei^ds on his 
recognising t^at perhaps with Gatty he can achieve a reasonable kind 
of sexual satisfaction within marrii^e. 
To make a moralistic philosopher out of Etherege, to say that 
h9 affirms the cenventions of mmrriage by comically re-defining thwa, 
would be then, am indefensible positiœ. But to say Aat W attempts 
to find some sense in mazriage in terms of the libertine mde is, I 
thimk a statement Wholly defensible in terns of this play* For this 
reason, the diaracters in this play mist be examined in the light of 
the thmne of hwor versus natural desires md in the light of the 
variws attitudes th*y express tomrd marriage. 
S4 
XX 
Cmiztall «ad Fr««aaa, although th»y «ppoar almomt always to­
gether aad subscribe to libertine beliefs, are not equally iapor-
taat ia thm play. It is Courtall for lAm Udy Cockwood has a 
compulsive desire, aad for Sir Oliver has the greatest regard. 
While talkiag witit Courtall la tW first sceae of the play. Sir 
Oliver gives his impressioa of Preemaa:* **ÎÎM»re cam# he a better-
well—Servant, Ned. Servant, Ned" (174-S), Indeed, all the diar* 
acters ia this comedy coasider Premmaa subservieat to Courtall, 
Courtall arxaages all %e plots ia the seductioa attempts as mil 
as the attempts to maaipulate Wy Code wood. Preeaaa recogaises 
his own depeadeac* oa Courtall*s iatelligeace ia Act XXI. 
Free. Well! lAat »Riater-plot?...I an leady 
to' receive your orders. 
Cour. Faith, thiags are mt so well contriv'd 
as'T could have wish*d *em, aad yet I hope by 
help of Mrs. Gaset to keep my word. Praack. 
Free# Nay, aw I kaow %Aat tool thou hast matie 
cESTce of, I make ao question but the business 
will go well forward,*.. 
Cour. Leave all thiags to me, aad hop* the best; 
be gone... 
(Ill, i, 91-113) 
Courtall is thus the leader of tilie pair. But this prscediag bit 
of dialogue is also ipportaat for aaother reason. Cwrtall will 
^ The aaaes of maay characters ia this comedy are sigaificaat 
because they indicate their bearer's characteristics. Courtall 
implies sexual freedom. Preemaa's awe indicates his belief ia 
liberty «id freedm from moral restrietioas. Oliver recalls 
Puritaaism mâ thus has uapleasmt coaaotatioas. Sir Joslia Jolley 
is always goW-aatured* Cockwood, besides the <ri>vious sexual ptai, 
recalls "Woodcock," a species of bird aoted traditioaally for its 
stupidity. 
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indeed "keep his word," becinise he and Fremm share the libertine 
belief in not keeping tMir word; the rake «ào violates the sexual 
ethics &méomd by a hypocritical code fèels no regret at lying to 
people idto believe in that coéa. Since he holds such people in 
contempt for violating their mm code, the rake feels Justified 
in hoodwinking then in ox^r to achieve his o#m satisfmtim. How­
ever, to lie to or cheat one who shares his beliefs would be ana* 
thma to #e raM. To do so would be to commit the worst kind of 
hypocrisy, for it wmld amomt to a denial, pazvdoxically, of the 
libertine code itself. Thus Cmnrtall establishes a kind of honor 
within the libertine code by being hmest in his conduct with his 
frieW Rre*am. 
Since as typical mkes Courtall and Prewsan love the chase, a 
new affair always seams better to them lAan an old one. Consequmt-
ly, their boredom in the <^ming scene establishes another important 
aspect of libertine code, tM pursuit of pleasure for its own 
sake. 
Court. Well, Praack, $Aat is to be dene today? 
Paith, t tklnk we must e'ne follow the 
old tmde; eat well, and prepare mr selves with 
a bottle or Wo of goW Burgundy, that our old 
aequaintance may look lovely in our Byes; for, 
(mght as I see, there is no hopes of new, 
(I, i, 3-8) 
This seme also explains Courtall and Preeman's eagerness for affairs 
with Ariana and Gatty %*o have all the attraction of the mknwm. 
Desire and intelligence are considered inseparable by the 
libertine, fhus, for a seductim to be truly satisfying, th» libertine 
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wmt be pitted against m opposent who will test his iatelligemee 
and finesse, sucees# in a seducticm becomes then a total success 
of the Willi the libertine has satiated not only his sexual desire 
but also affinaed tW egoistic demmds of his intelligence. Since 
seduction requires plots md comteiylots, demands intelligent 
straWgy, *md is a gmm, socxess signifies that tW libertins has 
wm a signal contest. Accordingly, his comic fall, being fwced 
into marriage, is the penalty for having lost the sexual gme. 
Now one of l(wkÈmg at the compromise in each character *Ao 
loses t&is gww is to say that he is willing to accept that penalty 
good*xmturWly because he re@»gai%es that he has lost according to 
rules he knows. In Hw Comical Revenue Sir Frederick appears to be 
playing mch a gme with th* Widow becmise he inthtlges in plots 
and attempts her se<Wctim. He fails as a character beentase Etherege 
fails to giwi him enough intelligence to make him a worthy partici­
pant in the game. Mis sudden willingmess to accept the Widow at the 
end of th# gme is mcmvincing. The success of CwrWl end 
PreewuR in She Wou#d if #e Cou'd depends on Etherege#s making tiim 
intelligent enov^h to ^11 fy fbr the wit coabat with Arima and 
Catl^ md also making Uweir conic fall believable by the end of 
the play# Ccmrtall and Preman «tst therefore demonstrate that 
they have definite opinions about marriage idii<âi have dumged by 
the end of the play. Similarly, Ef&erege mast demonstrate that they 
remgnise superior (gaalities in Ariane and Gatty «Aich convince th» 
spectator that the Wroes* change in attitude is an intelligent 
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tmt» 
Ccmrtall gives his opiaicm o£ marriage to Sir Oliver at the 
hegianing of the play. The two have been discussing the horrors 
of beimg yc^ed to one wonaa. Sir Oliver blames marriage on the 
ehtireh and the clergy; Comrtall replies: 
X do mot conceive it to W SHich for their profit. 
Sir Oliver, iot I dare lay a good wager, let 'em 
allow diristian WLberty, and they shall get tm 
times BOM by Christeaings, thas they are likely 
to lose by marriages. 
(1, 1, 140-143) 
la addition to sacrilegiously implyiag here that the clergy are 
motivated m@re ecmomics than ^ morals, Courtall also ably 
dmomstmtes how little he thinks of an institution which hmpers 
sexual freedw. The irmy here ernes from the yoking of "Liberty," 
a term Courtall and Preemm fre^ently vm to mean libertinage, 
and "Christism," a term antithetical to the idea of libertimge. 
Nevertheless, Courtall gow out of his my to persuade Sir Oliver 
that he is lucky to be mwrried to a virttmis wcman* His explana­
tion of this lie to Freeman reveals something more about the liber­
tine attitude tetmrd imrriage; "*e ought to do all we can to con-
fim a Husband in tito good i^iniw of his wife." (1,1, 210-212} 
Since the rake does not reco#i%e the bounds of marria#, he con­
siders all women, married or not, possible targets for sethiction. 
Cwrtall's emphasis m "we" in this statment further illustrates 
the wtagmim the Màe feels toward people who su^^rt the in­
stitution of marriage. 
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Cwrtall and PrwNwa have the same feelings of superiority as 
Sir Frederick. However* these rakes neither assert their feelings 
as ouch as Sir Frederick nor are they so lax as to tmderestimate 
the intelligence of the women thoy are psrsuing* Thus* in his 
first ^counter with Arima md Catty, Courtall indicates his own 
latelligence by recognizing the intelligence of the girls. His 
statement to Gatty, tempting her to remove her vizard, is itmia 
Hem would not X see thy face for if it should 
but be half so good as thy humour, thou woud'st 
dangerously tempt se to doat upon thee, and 
forgetting all shame, become emastant. 
(II, i, 145-148} 
Âltiiotigh he does not wm #at he says, his statement raises this 
queatiom: Dm the rake really became eMmwred of a woman who 
CQ#ines intelligence with physical attraction? But what proves 
Courtall*s intelligence is his ability to recognise his oppment*s 
goals* Sir Frederick thinks that the Widow ^siws him physically; 
consequently he is mystified when she rebuffs him* Courtall realizes, 
however, that an tmmarried wamm like Gatty or Arisota becomes 
involved in the love gas#, she is interested in her opponent only 
to the extmt that she can "tame him" (III, i, 105). But because 
Coirtall does not believe in marriage, he does not believe that he 
can be tamd* Cmseqimntly, his next statement about marriage in* 
dicates that even in marriage a man has sem*al freedom, **.$.for a 
Wife's a dish of which if a man once surfeit, he shall have a better 
stomach to all others ever after" (III, iii, 280*2). One does not 
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know whether to believe Courtall &r not at #1$ point. He is 
talklAg to Sir Oliver, to wh«i he usually lies. If, however, this 
stawmemt does possess a measure of truth, then Courtall has moved 
comsidermbly away from his original libertine positim. If he 
really thtoks marriage is cemoeivmble on these terns, thm be be-
#omes the seme kind of hypocrite as the Cocktfoods* Preemma makes a 
similarly ambiguous statemwt later in the soeme whm he attempts to 
explain Sir Oliver's wild cemdwat to Lady Cockwoods "If you did 
but taiow, Madwi, what an odious thing it is to be thought to love a 
Wife im food Gmpmy, you wm'é easily forgive hi# (III, iii, 380-3). 
Is Freemen «srious? Is it «samly to fool Lady Coekwood #at Freeman 
adhits that a worthy man *mly «appears not to love his wife? These 
statements suggest €ourtall*s and Pree*an*s limitations as well as 
%Aat they ham yet to learn and will learn in spite of #mselves. 
That tWy indeed have shifted ground on the subject of marriage 
is indicated in Act IV. Lady Cockwood has begin to suspect Courtall*s 
Awlings for th# ywmg girls, and so she coun^rfeits similar letters 
of assignation and sends them to both Freeman and Gmrtall. She in­
tends to spy m Courtall to see if to caws to the meeting place, 
and tihus cmfirm her suspiciaas. #en the two rakes do appear, #ey 
»T0 Startled by each other's presence# the former cmaraderie between 
them disappear* Bach is jealcwts-»eertainly a libertine vice—that 
the other will find out about his assignation, aM tWy exchange 
insults and retorts in or#r to f&tts» one another to leave. Their 
wÈiarrasment and the dkiceptic» that tWy practice indicates, too. 
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that they have mmW partially away Arm the llbertlae eede. 
Preemm also suggests that Cwrtall should consuaaate his affair 
with Coekwood, but Cour tall has already explained that since 
Lady Cockwood is willing to accept him but uùt willing to pUy t*w 
game, she is hardly desirable; her lack of wit reduces her appeal. 
Preemam thw becmws as coarse as Sir Frederick and belles the 
libertine belief that sexuality md intelligence are insepar#le# 
Thou sWuld* St fast thyself up to a stomach 
now and then, to oblige her, if there wre 
nothing to it, but the hearty mlemmi 
me thinks 'twere enmgh to sake thee bear 
smetimes with the homeliness of the Pate. 
(IV, 11, 145-9) 
Nh«ti Gatty md Ariaaa ^ #pear, following Preman's speech, 
Ae rWkes are not prepared to meet th«a on the level of intelligemse 
of their earlier confmn tat ions. E#erege ably prepares us for 
their comic fall by shwimg how their intellig#(* im conversation 
falters, their plans fail, and tWir eagerness to consumate 
affairs defeats their om libertine game; their omvmatim is gross, 
md their actions are flustered. %ly mm does Gourtall's wit 
rise aboim grossaess, md then it is in a new statmmt of his atti­
tude toward marriage, a ridiculous if clever similitude equating 
fxieiMishlp md ppomisculty. 
A Friend that bravely ventures his life in the 
field to serm me, «toserves but equally with a 
Mistress that kindly exposes her histour to oblige 
m, especially #Aen she does it as gmersouly 
too, and wi# as little cermam&y. 
(IV, 11, 227-230) 
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But tills sp*#qh only emphasises Cowrtall** loss of oomposur#. The 
ritual of the love cmtest is equated with the ritual of marriage 
in the pm on the word "ceremony.** In addition, since Cwrtall 
has already recognized the intention of the wmen to seek the 
"ceremmy** and sinoe he himself has admitted delight in #e game, 
his repetition of that recognition hem only emphnaises his lust. 
Subsequently the yowg ladies defeat all the rakes* proposals, and 
Cewrtail'» cmfUsim becmes apparent in a v&y Sir Frederick's never 
does* He has lost a letter and eacelaim# "S* death I I am so dis* 
mmpos'd, I know not where I have put it" (IV, iii, 341-2). 
In the last scene the rakes apparently realize that they have 
Iwt the game# and tWrefox# enwr into negotiations with the ymmg 
ladies. Courtall admits that he might be coerwd into promising 
marriage for "a valuable consideration*** He then emfesses that he 
has lucàily escaped marria^ but that he might be farced into its 
*Tis a mercy we have *scap*d tW mischief 
so long, and are like to do EWww mly tot 
our em sins; wst families are a wedding 
behind hSTln tW Worlds wMleh mWkes so 
mny young mm #ol'd into Wives, to pay 
##ir Father*# debts 1 all the happlme## a 
Gentleman em desire is to live at liberty, 
till he be ire*d that way to pay his mm, 
(V, 11, 4*5.9) 
Much of this speed* is sheer insouciance, but it is Importamt for 
the ways In whl# Courtall equates hiqppintess and liberty and marriage 
itself with misWiief, but at the same time equates his unmarried 
emduct with sin and marria^ with penance for those sing, the first 
set of cc^arisons ams t)qpical llbertin%e; tW wcmd set Implies a 
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movmamt #wmy tram libertinage. Later Courtall adteits aetaphorically 
that he is tempted by Gatty in a that ladies of the town have 
never tex^wd him. He contrasts the dulliwss of a totm tenement 
with the pleasures of a country estate, and by implication contrasts 
tW sWrility of lives led by affected vamn with the fertility of 
tàe lives of natural cmmtry girls. 
In the dialopw #1# follows the rakes* attempt to save face 
Wiile s#mittk%g to the girls* term# and %ree to be loyal suitors 
for a aenth before. Pre«mm*s skg^ticism softens the coi^ramise: 
"A month is a tedicus time, and will be a daag^rmis tryal of our 
resolutions; But I ho|M) we shall not repent before marriage, »&ate*re 
m do after," TWs, the my is &pm for #e takes to betray their 
marriages tmà return to their libertine belief. But they are 
tra^d. If #ey treat ^eir marriages as the Coekwoods have treat­
ed theirs, ^en the rakes will violate their honor as libertines by 
becoming hypocrites. But if««>aBd this is comic irony—if they 
accept marriage and remain sexually cmstant, they will have abandoned 
their libertine beliefs about coaq^let» sexual freedom. 
HI 
%ming now to the heroines, Oatty and Ariana, we cm add to 
their intelligence otiier quAlities that make l^em «Wsiwble opponwats 
in the Restoration love game. They are also "Heiresses of wry good 
fortme," young, and attractive. Urn like the Widw, hcwever, Gatty 
And Ariwa seek to fool and plot against men without sexual union in 
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«ither in or out#id# mmrriag#: soever m do* pritWo 
now lot as resolim to be mighty hottest.'* Gatty aptly characterizes 
the habits of a torn gallmt in a speech who## detail recalls 
Pzemm's opemimg speech im the play. Tim gallant, she says, goes: 
PrsB one Play^heus# to the other Play-hoiae, 
and if they like neither tba Play nor the 
Nmm #ey seldom stay my longer tham the 
embimg of their Perriwifs, &r a whisper or 
two with a Ariemd; and them they dock their 
cap#, and out they strut again* 
Later when Arima, who is less Intelligent than Catty, asks; "I 
wwder *diat they think of wsî» Gatty replies: 
You may easily imagine; for they are mot 
of a htaioiir so little in fashim* to believe 
the best: I assure you the most favourable 
opioioB tbsy cm have, is that we are still 
a little wild, md stand is meed of better 
wmimg. 
Mevertiteless, in spite of her lesser imtelligwce, it is Ariaaa «Ao 
defines tiw girls* attitu^W tomrd marriage ia her speech w the 
heroes ia Act V, **1 know you wou<d think it as great a Scandal 
to be thought W haw m inelinatim for Marriage, as we shw'd to 
W believ'd willing to tWte our freedom without it** (V, i, 455*458) 
Arima and Gatty live by a set of values #i# differs in mmy 
respects frmu both the polw represented by tàe CWtwoods on am# 
side md Cmxrtall otd Pwrnam m the other* TWse ymmg ladies be­
lieve in maintaining their honor aeoarding to Lady Cockwood's system, 
^t similtaiwously enjoying themselves mich as do tW heroies# Both 
girls enjoy plots and plans and the display of their wit# md they 
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also mderstand this em test—the battle of the sexes—its objectives 
and its miles. But tiieir objective is diffèremt from that of the 
rake. By refusing to be seduced, #ey not <mly prove their superi­
ority in the game but also cause t^ir suitors to evemtually "dost" 
on thm. Por the girls to give in to tWir natural desires and allow 
themselves to be seduced wouW be to aéait defeat md lose faee. 
HoMgver, giving in to passion is also a violation of their htmor* 
For Ariaaa and Gatty hmor swms tW preservation of their virginity 
until wurriage especially in a contest of wits with men *Ao fisel, 
as the libertine does, a namral sii^riority to all women, Their 
ultimate gwl is to reduce men fma tiieir so-called nawral superior­
ity ("...privileges «àich oistOB has allowd"] to the petition of 
servttBts. **Aad if we find the Gallants like Iwless Subjects, %&o 
the aore tkeir Princes grant, #e more they impudently cxave.«.we*ll 
become absolute Tyrants, and deprive *em of all the privileges we 
gave •«!" (I, ii, 16S-9),® 
thus «àen #e girls fall in love with Cwrtall and Pre«man, 
their values have wt really changed. What does change is the ulti­
mate goal the girls have is mind. Marriage only ends the gem for 
Gatty and Arimai it does not mean that they will lose the cmtmt 
with the heroes or that they will undergo a conic Wl, 
^ Ariaaa aW Gatiy are essentially feminists. One senses in 
their first aRmarance that they mean to prove tWir equality with 
wm in a cold, calculated way, and that the prospect of mwriage 
is of little importance to thmm. 
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Arlana md Gatty #r# believable character* becawe* like Piemm 
mà Cewrtall, they cm he tempted to qweatioa their conception of 
henor. thus Catty*# softf 1» Act V not only Bwamari*e# the girls* 
actions la the play, but also deacribe# that temptatiem. She is 
{Milled in two directions by her desire and her values. passion 
shall kill me before I shall show it," Fortwiately for Gatty she 
will ttot b# kilW; the heroes willingly cspitulate to manrla### The 
marriage both girls seek id 11 have to be fwWed, of course, on the 
love which Courtall md Fremm m»t prove during their noath*s pro* 
baticn* But th# girls have tb# last word in eatabliahia* the terns 
of the agrewmt ia #eir replies to Pree@m*s last plea fmr an ia-
staat marriage and instant cemawmatiom* 
Oat, Marryimg Im this heat wou*d look 
as' "ill as fighting in your Drimk. 
Axia# Amd be ao more a proof of love# 
thm t'other is of Valour# 
(V, 11. 622-5) 
%V 
All the twisted md coatradietory ways the characters in this 
mmdy use the term "hmor"* are presmted iadiseussions involving 
Sir Oliver md Lady Cockwood. Sir Oliver is a well-developed 
portmit of a fool; his most obviow flaw is his failure to dis­
tinguish between tW wlues of the libertine amd those of the con­
ventional social code. We aspires to libertine values, but at the 
same time calls thm "sins" md "vices," names which no real liber­
tine would agxee to. lie finite pleasure in satisfying his desiw# 
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only if by #*ti&fyiag thm h« oui feel wieMd. Itiu» la his 
languago drunkmness is a Bynmym for valw; he is la "...love 
with vice," and he categorises Sir Joslin as "as arrant a sinner 
as the best of ws" (I, i, 104), CmseqMmtly, Sir Oliver also sab-
scribe# to what Mmms to be a liWrtiae dmial of marriage* "a post 
of this tying mm aad wmm togetWr, for Wtter, for wrse* (I, i, 
ISS-é)* Contrariwise* Sir Oliver believes his wi# to be madly tn 
love with him and flatters him##If on this "fact." (He is, of course* 
the ©aly «we ia the play Jdww Lady Cockwood fools.) Thas he wishes 
to protect his social repatatim by deceiving his wife md trastiag 
the knowledge of his sins to real libertiaes like Cwrtall, *Aom 
Sir Oliver calls, "Honest Ned*" 
Sir Oliver's valwes are Au# inverted» A man who hypocritically 
sins, he says to Courtall, is *a* of Mmomf (I, i, 164). 
Cwrtall reinverts this word by denying honesty and by calling bin-
self a "Poor Sinner" (I^ 1, 97)# Sir Oliver is not "honest" in terns 
of the ood# he r#co#iws, and Cour tall is not a sinner in terns of 
his libertine code» Cmmqwntly, because Sir Oliver is a hypocrite 
according to traditional Ghristim virtwes md only a pretender to 
libertlniss» he sitfi^rs p«mgs of cmsciwc#, throughout the play* 
To let W# Cockwood discover his real nature wcMuld be "•••barbar* 
msly unkind." Me* ia fa^, tells his wife "•«•thou shalt never 
have my just cawe to accuse me of %mkiadm###" (1$ ii, 51*2)* His 
Wlcnms point of view is pinpointed by his rworse in Act III, 
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Sir Oliver is stnprised by his wife while he is drinking in a tavern 
and Wxwt to emtertaia a group of prostituas. Lady Corkwood pre* 
tmds to fainti her maid# Smtry, eomdmms Sir Oliver as a "...wicked 
hypoerit." 
**0ear Sentry," replies the aecused, "do not sti^ IMS with thy 
words, but stab me with thy Bodkin rather* that I may here d^re a 
Sacrifice at her feet, for all my disloyal actims" (IV, iii# 323-
326). 
Sir Oliver*s stupidity is accentuated by his conviction that h# 
is extremely appeallmg. We also is proud of his gross attempts at 
vit, RO«e of which are fmny# tie is unswbtle in his plots and in­
sincere im his repwtmws. Worst of all, he enjoys being a hypo-
orito. Wt in spite of all his bad qualities, Etherege «toes not 
seem to Wve the eentemgpt for Sir Oliver he hM for Sir Nicholas 
Cully in The Comical Rovwige. Sir Oliver emerges from the play a 
pathetic fool. He does nothing which is worth ceo tempt* he is not 
intelligent enwgh to realise how badly he blunders in terns of 
both Œristim tmd libertine values* His imperceptiveness is 
captured effectively in his speech in the tavern (while he waits for 
tW prostitutes) when he shws comfbsed allegiance to bo^ codes md 
wnderstanding of neither. "Tls a baa^arous thing to abuse my Lady, 
I have had wch a proof of her vertu»,...But Where's Madm Rampart. 
and the rest of the ladies, Mr. Rake HellT" #v, ii, 29-32). 
The irony behind his situation is that Lxdy Cockwood caimot be 
abused by her husband. She not mly knm#s What he does, she does 
aot e&r«0 exeept when his actioRS reflect m her own reputation. 
But just as she is not fooled by her husband, so also does she fail 
to fool amyme in the play but her htisband* Lady Cockimod is a 
fasoiaating eharaeter* She cam lie to her hmsbmd, or to iwr maid, 
or to Courtall, em send her maid as an envoy to arrange assigna­
tions, earn tempt Gowrtall and Freeman, and still protest to any ®aa 
of them that she is an honorable wcmani Her sexual compulsions war 
against her desire to maintain hot reputatiom so that ah# is etm-
stmntly in an wotioml tvmzy* Yet her reputation, well kaom to 
#e rest of tke oharaoters# is quite opposite itm what she hopes 
and her vmmted attraotivemess to men simply does not exist. Courtall 
eharaeterlmea her as "...the very spirit of tmpertinamee, so foolish­
ly fond md troublesome that no mm #ove sixteen is able to enchire 
Mr" (1, i, 240-2) • Her Mxual weds are so grmt, cemtimues 
Courtall, #at "she would by her good will give her Lover no more 
rest tWm a yotmg Squire that has newly set up a Cwwh, does his only 
pair of horses." (I, i, 2S2-4) 
Laeking honor herself. Lady Co#wwd #erefwe trusts no one. 
In her first spe*# ^e laments bitterly her maid's taking so Img 
to arrange am assignation with Coi^tall, and su#eets tiw girl of 
arranging an affair of her &m with him. Mti "Sure...he has more 
honour than to attempt my thing to the prejudice of my affection" 
(I, ii* 3-4). This statement is «wily tb» first in #ich lady 
Cookwoed uses "honor." In this imstmoe, honor means Courtall's 
fidelity to her to a dishsnon^le alliance. Lawr she turns on 
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mst be a very eonâtaed Sentry, who has left Courtall and her 
Lady alone together; "I protest if ymi serve me sa agem, I shall be 
strangely mgry% ym should have «ore regard to y«»r LWy*s Hwowf* 
(II, li, 99» 101), Here she means that h#r hcmor Is actual virtue» 
She subsequently ctmjeetures that Joslln's nieces may be reckless, 
and that tWlr waduct might "bring an tsijust Imputation m my Honour" 
(II, il» 116). HoRW here assumes its most important usage for Lady 
CoWtwood; it becomes synonymmis with reputatim. In tii«se state* 
mmts which she intimds as confimatiom of her good reputation Lady 
Cockwood is most conic* At me point sh» has arranged to meak at»y 
with Cowrtall in his twseated diariot* Sentry the maid tdto accom­
plies her to #e meeting plaw, kftons her imtmtions; only these 
three characters are aware that the meeting is taking place mà that 
Lad^ Cockwood will ride away with Cimrtall* Yet Lady Codiwood has 
tile effrontery to make a ritualistic statement about her homw vkick 
neither o£ tM other cWmeters cm possibly believe* 
0 Heaven! you must exeuse mm, dear Sir, 
for I shall deny my self tW sweetest 
recreations in wmrld, rather tWa 
yield to any thix% that may bring a blemish 
on my spotless Mcnour* 
(III, i, 135-138) 
Her "spotless Hmour" is her «»nic flaw# Lady Cockwwd not only 
fails to realise her own sexual griminess, md her lack of true 
honor md r^utatim; she also fails to see that her preoccup&tim 
with sexuality md hmor cmcel out all hope of winnii^ tiircNtgh to 
satisfaction by mems of either we or the other. But ironically 
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La*%r Cockwood is committed to chooeimg on# of them to %ely tqtoii 
Nhm ehe sees all hope disappear from the other. Mien she has 
proved to herself that her suspicions about Courtall are tnte>**he 
has violated his "homer* to her by meeting Catty—she comdemas him 
to her husbmd for having made "...a foul attmpt upon my Honomr,#. 
in most unseemly Lamgmage" (IV, i, 97-9®). Lady Cockwood feels no 
jealousy; she only éssired Cowrtall; she did mot love him# All 
she now vmts is revmge on Courtall but #at a strsmge reason she 
gives; ",..#o wmh precious time fool'd away in fruitless expecta­
tion" (IV, i, 5»*60, #e wastes little time# however, in arranging 
a new set of assignations with Freeman, whom she thinks "a man of 
Honour#* 
By the end of #e play Lady Codkwwd is forced into a recon« 
dliation with Courtall beouise he has lied to protect her reputa­
tion in a series of episodes which she has badly bu%led. She is 
finally forced to mke a eheiee between preserving her reputation 
and gratifying Mr passion, in spite of #* fact tiiat she can do 
neither. HerdLn lies Mr comic comprmise—a delicious irtmy in 
itself. By choiring npitation she attempts to save face by affirm-
img the importance of honor* At the smm time she implicitly shorn 
that she is aware of her failure to satisfy her passion. The whole 
series of evwtts, she says; 
...has made me so truly sensible of those 
danger to Wkich an aspiring Lady satst 
daily expose her Honour, that I m resolv'd 
to give over the great bus#ness of this 
Torn md hereafter modestly confine myself 
to the humble affairs of my own Faaily* 
(V, i, S98-602) 
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Couztall*s reply, although apparently ganwel. is actually his 
wittiest statttBoat of th# play, a suggasticsi as to how Lady Codcwood 
ean satisfy botii her reputatim md her passion. "Tis a very pious 
resolution. Madam, and tiie better to confizs you in it, pray enter­
tain an able Chi^lain" (V, 1, W3*4), 
Even though she has the soarals and intelligence of a raWiit, 
Lady Coi^wood gives #is comedy its pace, its Joie-de-vivre, md its 
interest. Etherege makes her sweep across the stage, her S|Medies 
incWmrent and disruptive. Her flashes of mger and jealousy give 
way to $elf*righteous proclamations of her honor or libidinous 
admissims of Mr seamal passion, the result is that whoever she 
speaks with is thoro*%hly confused. She is so torn between her de* 
sire to be socially a^ixed for her honorable reputation and her 
dkisire to be seduced that %d%e lives at a frenetic paoa» She perfbet-
ly fulfills #at one expects fp«a a character of her type and be* 
cause of that fact :Ae is a fascinating character study. Yet, here 
perhaps lies the major fault of the play. One's attention is stq>-
posed to be drawn throughout tim em^ây to the conflict between 
Comtall md Preman, md Catty and Arima. But these chax»cters, 
while swcessAilly delineated, are overshadowed by the charwterisa-
tion of Lady Cockwwxd# Nevertheless, She Wou*d if She Çm*â succeeds 
as a good eomtdy because the key character* aw more successfully 
developed than those in tW Comical Revenge, evm if not as success* 
fully developed as those in ]^Mm of Mode. 
Chapter IV 
%# Mm of Mo<to or Sir Pépite^ Flutter 
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Th# emttui la chmr&eteritatim in Bther«g«*s tMrd 
md last comedy, Mm of Mod# or Sir Fop Hag Platter (staged and 
printed in 1676^) is the coaic fall of Doriamt, the libertin# hero. 
Doriaant is a vicious, insulting, mlieions, praaiseuous rWte in 
the ofMBting scenes of tiwi play, yet in the comedy* s last swne he 
pledges his love md constancy to Harriet, the play's heroine md 
promises to cmtt h#r in the comtry. To mgineer tiiis weeptwee 
of love, marriage, and emstrnqr» m» he hW tiiat of Dorimmt*@ liber­
tine predecessors. Sir Frederick* Coortall and Frewan* Etitorege 
had first to sWw that this character is capable of love in spite 
of his cynical attitude toward iranen, mû second that Dorlmant's «dit 
cm be matched and his affectation discerned and cured by Harriet, 
Finally, Etberege must tkm thAt in ^Ite of Dorlmant*s apparent 
Indifference to th# feelings of others, his delight in hurting otiwr 
people, md his cmlcelated mmipulatlon of them, he has both attrac­
tive and maic qwKliti### Hm debauched md villainous am a liber-
time be and still widei^o seme kind of believable refoxnatioa? 
Etherege answers this question axWirably in his hero Dorisant. 
^ ixeft-Smith, I, Ixvii, 
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Doriwutt is the conter of the plot conflicts in The Mm of 
Mode md, like Lady Coekwood in She Wou*d if She C<m*d, he is #lao 
the Bost cwpelliag char&eter ia the play. At play's opening, 
Derimemt is ending his affair with Mrs# Loveit so that he can begin 
a new liaism with Bellimda, #o#e help he has enlisted in making 
the break with Mrs, Lowit as nasty and revengeful as possible. 
Dorimamt wmts Mrs. Loveit to know that he has been flirting at 
playhouses with a certain ••vixardnaask,*» in reality Aellinda. Mrs. 
Loveit*s jealousy and rage are to be fbrther magnified into inwmse 
Imdignatim at being aeewaed of enjoying a liaison with Sir Pop ling 
Flutter, a foolish pretender to libertine values. Dortmaat** 
success in making this quarrel as viciows as possible depwda cn 
his making Mr#* Lovelt appear a fool in the eyes of his friend Medley, 
To accoBplish tWse goals he tricks Mrs# Loveit into becoming the 
victhi of her owt passions* In a second, lesser, and unrelated plot, 
Derimemt encourages mo#er of his friends. Be Hair, to marry Bmelia, 
a chaste and virtuous ywmg lady who appear# unaeduoeable. Dorimant's 
rationate is tW after sM is married w Wllair, Em#lia will be an 
easier taxfet fear Dorimant's #ams. Bellair's gather. Old Bellair, 
complicates this actim by thinking he loves Bmelia hWself, and— 
mmmm of his son's tnelination#**8akimg a mat# for the latter with 
Harriet Moodvil, a rich md attractive young woaem frm the country. 
The third plot line involves Harriet md Oorinaat. Harriet has 
no desire to mrry Young Bellair; in fact, she ha# been attracted by 
0oriaant*$ reputation as an intelligent gallant and seems eager to 
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engmg# him in a ccoihat of wits, Dorimaat is attracted to Harriet 
because of her n^utaticm as an attractive, witty, cowatry iMtiress. 
Sut «alike Comrtall, Premwm, and Sir Frederick Prellick in Btherege*# 
other ccmedies, he doe# not attempt to seduce the woman who eiwntu-
ally traps hte* Partially his restraint is dtM to the exigencies 
of the situation* He cm approach Harriet only in a disguise, since 
Idle is ostensibly cooaitted to Bal lair, md sinw her mother hates 
Dorimant by Mputatiom. This restraint is also due to OoriMsnt's 
fascinatim with Harriet's obvious wit md nattxralness. By the end 
of the play, this fascinaticm has become lotn>| Dorimmt agrees to 
follow Harriet into the cow try, there to cmtt and marry her, and 
presumably to be omstmt to her. 
this plot description indicaws that Étherege has retained in 
the Wan of Modte elements fsrom his otiwr two mmedies. The use of 
gmltiple plot lines, as in The Comical Revenge, has been revived, 
altho#%h tim Mm of Mode is more unified than is Etherege*s earliest 
effort. The character of the female dupe, s»Kh as Lady Cockwood, has 
been retained in Mrs. Loveit. Similarly, the roles of libertine, 
toroine, and fop have been retained respectively in Soriaant, Harriet, 
and Sir Popling Flutter. Finally, Etherege has once more made use 
of the plot action #ieh is typical of all his «medies* a liber-
tim who believes himself superior to all wommn behaves in comic 
fashion by falling in love with and agreeing to marry a woman who 
«Wstroys his preconceived notims about wmen as well as his sense 
of superiority. 
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DoriBoat is also tbm thematic eemter of the am@dy, and all 
tim other characters are characterized hy their tbmatic relation 
to him. OR# major tiieme in the play 1# affectation or artifici­
ality in conflict with naturalness, md Dorimant shows his intel­
ligence by finally recognising affectation in himself as well as 
in others. All the r«st of the characters, except liarriet, are 
incapable of recognising affectation except in its most extrav­
agant forms, i.e. that of Sir Popliag Flutter. A subsidiary theme 
is knowledge oppowd to passion. Harriet cmtrols her passion for 
Dorimant because she recognizes his affected dress and insincere 
d%ar«. Loveit and BelliMa, however, cannot control their passion 
for Dorimant although they reeogalao the faults in his character. 
II 
The character of DorWwt is clearly delineated in the conedy's 
opening sone. Wis conversation wi# #e affected, slightly effbm-
toate Medley reveals that he values clothes, reputation, md prom­
iscuity. Mis low associates, including Foggy Nan—the Ormge 
ionan—«ad the shoemaker parade through the scene. Dorimmt has 
had a numWr of mistresses because he imrsues wmwn indiscrimin­
ately, airing less about the object of the pursuit tNm about 
numerical achievements in the love game. Cmsequently, lie never 
loves his insMorataj Im wjoys quarreling with women and the 
challenge of beginning a new affair. Me, of course, aUiors 
wrriage. Dorimmt is no w>re loyal to male acquaintances than to 
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female oms, H« uses his friendship with Bell&ir to further his 
om social roputatioa, yet treats him idth co&descensimi. He sneers 
at the stupidity of Sir Poplimg a&d violently insults his otm ser­
vants. However, Dorimaat is not a total blackguard; he was wit, 
charm, intelligffiie», md»-me assuees—-im attractive appearance, 
la spite of his boredom and Machiavellian qualities, Dorimaat^s de­
light in women and #%e plots he contrives make him ^pealing part­
ly because of the lure of the wicked, perhaps, but more importantly 
because his is the appeal of a lusty human being. His values, his 
gross associates, his lack of loyalty, mû his temper, say all be 
deplorable, but Dorisant is vividly alive from the mmaemt he steps 
onto the stage. 
In the first seme Dorimmt reveals that 1» is involved in 
affairs with five differimt women; each affair is in a different 
stage. Me mmounoes almost at once that he is timd of his affair 
witii Mrs, Loveit, m unappealing and rather jealous wmaan, 
Next to the coming of a good understanding with 
a new Mistress* in low a ^uanrel with an old 
we; but the devils ie*t there has been such a 
calm in my affairs of late, I have not hW the 
pleasure of making a woman so mwh as brwk her 
fan, to be sullm, or forswear her self these 
three days. 
C I ,  i ,  2 2 0 - 2 0 5 )  
Mrs, Loveit is much like lady Cockwood, but Dorimant is unlike 
Cwrtall, wW could not make love to a wman #o did not test his 
wit. Dorimant has not only seduced Mrs. Loveit, but also duuemed 
Bellinda, #Ao is so in love with him that she conspires to help 
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him hurt her friend, Mrs. Wveit. Dorimant bragss 
She meena inseasihly to insinuate a discourse 
of me, and artificially raise {Loveit*»] Jealousy 
to such a height that transported with the first 
motions of her passion, she shall fly upom me 
with all the Btry imagineahle, as sow as I mt&r, 
(I, i, 237-241) 
Derimmt's treatment of Bellinda in this affair is as cruel as his 
treatment of Loveit; he enjoys making Bellinda betray her friend. 
The third affair concerns his ex-aistress, Molly, Wwm he calls, 
"a tme bred $Aore" and who writes him a rather pitiful letter 
begging for money. Dorimmnt Is not twaehW by the letter, but em-
tmmptwwly agrees to send her enmgh money so that she can practice 
her trade at the theaters. Mis affairs do not end with tiiese three. 
Dorimant also plans a fiiture affair with Emilia becwtse "I have 
known many Woman make a difficulty of losing a NaidenheW, who 
have after {marriage} make mao of making a Cuckold" (I, 1, 457-9). 
Finally, frm tiie Orange Woman Dorimant learns of Harriet who is 
"lately erne to Town (and) is so taken with you" (I, i, 445), and 
therefore will W a good prospect for a new affair. 
In iMs scene Btherege also makes clear Dorimant *s recognition 
of his affectation and its purp(«(es. He admits, **1 love to be well-
dress*d" (SSO) md acknowledges that his clothes are an unfortunate 
necessity in his purmits: "that a man's exmlleney should lie in 
neatly trying of a Ribband, or a Crevatl how careful*s nature in 
Jtomishing the World with necessary Coxcombsl" (357-40), Similarly, 
Dorimmt knows that his affectation is a kind of hypocrisy when he 
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treats Bellalr as a frlmd. His intelligmee also enable hius to 
see ftellair*s IjWltatioRS# 
Per, M#*s Hamdsome, well bred, and by nmh 
tEe' most tolerable of all the ywmg sen tàat 
do not abound in wit. 
(W, Ever well dress'd, always eonplaisaat, 
iacT seldom impertinent; you md he a%# grown 
very intimate I see. 
Dor. It is oixr mutual interest to be so; it 
SSSes the Women think the better of his Under* 
standing, md judge more favourably of my 
Hepitatisn; it mmkes him i^ass upm some for 
a mm of very good sense, and I uym others 
for a very civil person. 
CI, i* 424-434) 
Thus, from the beginning of the play, m aw awmr# of Dorimamt's 
perseptiveness #out himself and other people. 
The complexity of characterization in The Mam of Mode is 
«q>parent im another way. Each of these three mal# characters re­
presents saw facet of the libertine code. Medley is a gossip and 
can please women only with his witty stories and revelations. 
Dorimaat says abmtt him, "A Flea or a Maggot is not made more 
monstrous by a magnii^ing Glass, than a story by his telling it" 
(II, i, 1W«1). Ihis stKtmmnt perhaps explains Oorimant's rela­
tionship with Medley, idio loiws exaggeration, enjoys cwatiag 
mischief with his stories, but who is still a reliable source, 
for Dorimaat, of names and information about young wewn. But 
Dorimaat may be friendly to h&m because Medley is an older mm 
*Ao offers no sexual competiticn, indeed who prefers gossiping 
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with mmm as he does throughout the Maa of Mode.2 
If Medley is older than Dorimamt, then Bellair mtst be ywmger. 
Be Hair, in feet, sews very mwh like Courtall in She Wou*d if She 
Cou'd; each has a good reputatim, each has fallen in love and in­
tends to he married, and each is considered a torn gallant. Sut 
Bellair laciks the intelligence that is necessary for a true rake. 
His failure to see thnmgh Dori»iuit*s insincere friendship for him, 
and to recogmi:w Dorimmt*s affectatim mA the limitations of his 
perception and ^ cmtmst re-emfor% xbo impression of the whole 
scene that Dorimmt is in fact a very perceptive 
This first scene, then, like the first swnes in Etherege's 
earlier comedies, establishes tîi© values and limitations that the 
hero brings to his wnArmtations with the heroine. Actually, 
Dorimant*s values are also his limitations since each of them 
(clotWs, reputation, pronisoiity) are part of or prmq)t affecta» 
tioo. Harriet, his opponent in tiie love gme, recognises his affbcta-
ticQ and deals With Dorimant in terns of it. Mis values are also for 
Oorimant*s major limitation, his tendency to mderestimate wmm. 
He has a supercilious attitude toward wosen because they are simply 
^ Old Me Hair s#stamtlate$ the fact that Medley is older thm 
DoxiBAnt and Bellair when M says, **Stay, Mr. Medley, let the young 
fellows do #at duty;" we will drink a glass of wine together. "Tis 
good after daaciUng.** (IV, i, 379*381) 
^ Young Bellair*s ignormaw, illustzmted by his reply to 
Harriet's calling Dorimant's mmners and clothes **lal>oiured,** indi­
cates that tM thought had never before mtered his head. "I 
never heard him accused of affectation before" (11%, iii, 31). 
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tho object of the chase or, once the {mrsuit had ended* an individual 
to infuriate. If he treats women contemptwusly, it is becmise they* 
like Bellinda and Mrs. Loveit, believe in his affected Banners and 
even Wim they see through his guise, cmmot reA&se him. 
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Dormantes three affairs in this eowdy am significant because 
each reveals his character and his llmitatims, and each pr«^ares for 
the denwemmt. iie is not m clever and superior to women as he sup­
poses. All three wwmen best Dorimant, md each of these triumphs 
contributes to his comic fall. 
Mrs* Loveit quite correctly calls Dorimant a "false man," a 
*^erjur*d Man," "horrid and ingratefUl." She wlls him that he has 
"more pleasure in tlM ruine of a womm's reputation th#m in tdw in* 
(Garments of hwr loW (V, i, 193-4). This estimate conforms exact­
ly to the picture of Dofimant givw the reader in the first seme. 
Mm#ver, throughout the play MM. Loveit follows his accusations 
and condemnations by pleading wit^ Dorimant for his love. Since 
she does not act in accord with her knowledge, she becomes ridicu­
lous tdten she expects Dorimimt to transcend tW character traits 
she has perceived in him. 
Dorimant's quarrel with Mrs. Loveit is comically malicious. 
He does not want simply to breWi off the affair; this libertine must 
satisfy his ego by making Lweit admit her jealousy end love for him. 
He also wants to make her behave according to his wiWies. Thus, to 
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feed her anger he freely admits that ha has been carrying on with a 
masked woman at the play and has lied te Mrs. Loveit in the notes 
he has sent her about bustoess obligations. Ife even flirts with 
ielUnda in Loveit's piesenee. He then accuses Mrs, Loveit of being 
unfaithful to him and thus guilty of the very sin he himself has 
committed. 
Lovelt, #at fashionable Fool cm yew lay 
to'" my"" charge? 
Dor. Why the very Cock»fcK>l of all those 
Kis, Sir Peeling Flutter. 
—* (1%, ii, 236-8) 
Dorinant succeeds in this scene by making Mrs. Loveit fly into a 
ra#a. 
But Dorimant*# vawnted si^remaey begin# to deteriorate rapidly 
tÉten Wveit fails to emWem publicly Sir Popllng's foolishness. 
Ins#ad# Wveit attempt# a counterplot to make Dorimant Jealous; 
sM openly flirts with Sir Peplimg. Mr#. Wveit is not then as 
st%id as Wiy Cockwood, although she displays the smm uncontrolled 
passion and anger* Lowit *s plot to make Dorimmt mmgzy partly wrks, 
became s*%e has recognized his pride. However* Dorimant is not 
jealous of her love; he simply fears her ability to sally his reputa­
tion* "She ceamot fall from loving me to that!** (Ill, ii# 296). 
Pwrnd to beg *Wley not to spread his humiliation to the torn m-
til he cam succeed in a counterplot, Ikiriaant confronts Wveit in 
order to win her W:k, but lAe offers the reasonable argument that 
it is better to love a faithful fool than an inconstmt wit. 
Dorimmt's humiliation would be complete except that his physical 
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presence stimulates Mrs. Lovelt's passion until foolishly she adbits 
she does not love Sir Pep ling, ••y*had rais'd my eager equal to my 
love, a thing you ne*re could do before, and in revenge I did—I 
know not %Aat I did; Would you not think on i* any more" (V, i, 
226*8) • Wwlt depends on her passion Wing reciprocated. It is 
not. Instead, Dorimant tells Loveit tiiat she must again confront 
Sir Fepling in p#iic, end that she must "...handle (thej cmccomb as 
he deserves..,.*Tis neoissary to justify my love to the World" (V, 
i, 241-3). 
Dorimant is never able to bring hi# quarrel with Mrs. Loveit 
to a head until tW last act when he is forced to confront Sellinda, 
Harriet, and Mrs. immit simultaneously. By this point in the play, 
Dorimant's values have changed. Ms would ratMr marry Harriet than 
argue with Mrs. Loveit end sine: he fears a scene with her, lie is 
Agreed to placate his former mistress by telling her his match with 
Harriet is only "to repair ^ tuimê of my estate." He also implies 
^at he is still in love with her but must end their affair because 
of Harriet. Thus, to get rid of Mrs, Loveit, Dorimaat is forced to 
lie to make her ha|^y, i&ich is Just the opposite of his goal through-
out the play. His plan# have failed, and the audience knows that 
Oorimaat is not the crafty genius M has imagined himself. 
Dorlmant treats Belllnda much as he treats Loveit. He bullies 
her into helping expwe Mrs. Loveit as a fool md makes her watch 
while he insults and lies to his old mistress. #en Belllnda chides 
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him mâ admits her fears, Dorimaat lies again. He professes love 
for her and asks that siw COM to his #arters at five the next morn-
iRg, She caaaot resist his insistent» aW his charm. 
Dor. Be sure you eome. 
Bell. I sha*BOt 
Dor. Swear you will; 
faeil. I dare mt, 
Dor. Swear, I say. 
j&eli. By my life! by all the happiness I hc^ for— 
itàr.' y<m will, 
'feell. I will. 
lorT Kind, 
~ (III, ii, 7S-8S> 
This 9mm is effective beeause it firmly establishes Dorimaat's 
immense power over passionate, susceptible women. Further, he in­
sists that Belllnda continue to help him In his defamation of Mrs. 
Loveitu However, Belllnda is like Mrs. Lowit because she too is 
motivated by jealousy as well as by love. She agrees to Dorimant's 
dwaands because she imagines that he is breaking his affair with 
Loveit in order to be faithful to her. 
Belllnda leaws Dori»ant*s quarters—their affair just eon-
summated-"With the understanding that Oorimant will be faithful md 
protect her reputation. But like Mrs. Wvelt, Belllnda knows that 
Dorimant is wldted and si» too fails to use her knowledge of the 
libertine's character to temper her passion for hto. However, when 
she wtdies Dorimant maliciously insult Loveit, Belllnda fears him. 
TWio) in the play she makes long asides about tor fear that she will 
becosM», like Mrs. Loveit, the butt of this libertine's sadistic be­
havior. 
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Bell. U*a3 given me the proof whldi I desire 
of his love. 
Wt 'tis a proof of his ill natuze too; 
I wish I had not seen him use her so. 
I sigh to #ink that Dorlmant may be, 
Oae day as falthlws, mâ mkind to me. 
(II, ii, 289-93) 
Belinda's fears are essmtially omfirmed by the md of the flay «dtm 
she and Mrs. Loveit em verge m Dorimaat la the last act. She realises 
that Oorlaant has been courting Harriet; sW knows she has been takm 
in* %en Dorlmant attempts to placate Wr by arranging motWr assig­
nation, lAe vows never to see his again. Eellinda*s rejectiw of 
Dori»ant*s last advance is also a rejection of tW physical attractive, 
as persuasive as he has fmcled himself. His failure to c#tivate 
Bellinia is just as serious a ^feat as his failure to end his rela­
tionship with Mrs. Lcweit on his own t«r»s. 
Dorlmant's meetings with Harriet make his coming shift ftm 
villain to coaic fipire af^pareot early in the play. When Dorlmant 
first meets Harriet he is struck by her beauty and wit «id plies her 
with typical libertine love language. "I have been us'd to deep 
Play, but I cm make one at Small Game, #en I like my Gamester well" 
(III, Hi, 74-5). He tells her he could be constant to gato iwr 
favor—an obvious lie he has already used on Belllnda and Mrs. Loveit. 
But after their next enowmter Wwn Harriet accuses him of affectation 
and displays her wit and intelligence, Dorlmant begins to fsar her. 
"I love her, and dare not let her know it, I fear sh'as an ascendant 
o'er me and may revenge t^e wrwgs I have dme her sex" (IV, 1, 150-3). 
This is Doriamnt's most crucial speech in the play. His speeches 
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m love to Medley haw equated love with semml passion, but here is 
Dorimmnt'* first honest adnission of love. Moreover he motes correct­
ly that Harriet*# wit does at least equal and perhaps exceeds his. 
The love-fear, attraetiom-repulsioa which Doriaaat f«wls parallels 
that which Belliada feels, and the similarity effectively dimiaishes 
his stature as a wicked rak»; he became# eemlc because he is #ubj#et 
to the same weakmea# which in otiiers he has used to advance his mm 
selfish mds, this speech does om mta important task in alwriag 
Doriafust's position* By recognising that his treatment of women has 
bwn "wrong" and ttet perhaps not all women are seduceable, Doriaamt 
implies that he may have a conscience and that his knowledge of wowm 
is incoe^lete. 
Dorimnnt quickly bemaes •vm more of a cmic figure in the rest 
of the exchange# He equates low and sickness and admits, **1 never 
knew n&at *tt«s to have a settled Ague yet, but mow and tWn have 
had irregular fits" CIS7-IS8). As if to prove his statewnt, he con­
fesses In m aside, "I feel the disease now spreading in i»—" (161-
162). Beeawe of his love, Dorimmt decides to profbss his feelings 
to Harriet, but W cmnot becmse she makes ûm of him and will not 
listen. Ironically Oosimant cmnot speaà truthfully the words he 
has misused so often. Because of his failure with Harriet in #is 
scene, Dorimmt becows ridioilous while in earlier situations of 
Ais type he was ominous* Itherege has successAxlly taken away 
Dorimant*s hauWur md makes hia sesm as ineffectual as Sir Rrederidc 
Prollick, 
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Harriet differs irm Be 1 linda and Mrs. Loveit in her ability to 
control Wr passim and in her use of her understanding of 0oriaant's 
weaknesses. The reader know frm the beginning that Harriet is 
fascinated by Doriaaat—tto Orange Woman tells him so. But Harriet 
revises to shw Dorisant that she is attracted to him. When they 
first eneoiaiter cne anotWr (111, iii) she admits in an aside, "I 
feel**.a change within; but he shall never knotr it*' (66-67). Later 
(V, il) she says, "My love springs with my blood into my face, I dare 
not look upon him yet** (95-97). She must refom Dorimant before she 
em admit her love. la additicm, that reformation must be on her 
terms. 
Harriet's first is significant because It «pntrasts 
with Dorlmant's first appearance and establishes the values which 
Harriet will use in her attempt to refom him. His concern for his 
fashionable appearand is opptmed by Harrietts apparent indifference 
to hers. She says to her maid, '^omwi them wght to be no mwe fond 
of dressing th*m fools should be of talking" (III, i, 2S-S). Harriet 
hates affectatim because it confuses modishness with naWral beauty, 
because it equates wit and intelligence with manners and breeding, 
and because affictation ccmfUses «^peamnce with reality, further­
more, Harriet recognises that Dorimant is jud^d mly on tW basis 
of his MQmtatiom for charm and fashion and that he uses his affec­
tation to manipulate other peopto. She tells iiellair that Dorimmt 
is "agreeable and pleasant 1 must om, but he does so much affect 
being so, he displeases me** (1X1, iii, 24-5). And in her first 
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coRversatiim «dth Dorim&at hiasslf, sh« laiaies hia and says she does 
not desire his insincere flattery* 
dialogue between Dorinant and Harriet in f^t IV is especially 
crucial to the theme of affectatim. Dorimant accuses Harriet of 
being afA»ct*i* because she plays at being dmnare: 
Har. Affectâtiw is catching I find... 
bor. Where had ym all that scorn and 
collines s in your locdc? 
Hy. From nature. Sir, pardm my want 
oi art; I have not leamt those soft­
nesses and languishings nhidi nw in 
faces are so miKh in fashion. 
Dor. You need *«B not; ym have a sweet­
ness of your mm, if you wHild but calm 
your froMis and let it settle. 
Har. My eyes are wild and wemdering like 
bipassions md cmmaot yet be ty*d to 
Rules of charming. 
(IV, i, 110-120) 
How ironic it is that here ti»se characters* soles are apparently 
reversed; Harriet is accused of affectation. Hwrniwr, Dorimant*s 
^finities of affectation differs fhtm Harriet's. He explains that 
a woRum is affected wh#m she does anyiMng W%ich reduces her poten­
tial for appearing beautiful to other ^ople. Thus he suggests that 
a woman who is Judged bemitifbl by ## "critics of tàe Court" is to 
be adtatired. Harriet's answers is#ly tiiat being so Judged is wrœg 
because wch a JWgment confbses mitward ^pearaniMS with an individ­
ual's worth. Ito subject of their conversation changes from benuty to 
love, and here Harriet jb^lies Wiat is matter with Dorinant. For 
him love »tst be dealt with in terns of its appearance in society, 
and since it is not fashionable to i^ow one's love publicly, Dorimant 
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iMighs at that mmotim* Harriet insists that his pi%tastatims of 
lova camot W coasidered boaest unless he is willing to be laughed 
at by society as imfashienable. "When your love's grown strmg 
enough to make you bear beimg l«tgh*d at, I'll give you leave to 
trouble m with it. Till then pray forbear. Sir" (IV, i, @1-3). 
Oddly enw#, Borimaat does Just %Aat liarriet dmands of him. He not 
only publicly offers his love to her but also reiterates that he is 
not being affeeted or insincere: "...the iniaitable colour in your 
d*eeks is not free irm art than are the sighs I offer" (V, ii, 
ISS»7). Is this th« admission of honest love that Harriet desires? 
^panmtly, but evm so Harriet aésits cmly that tdien Dorimmt ean 
be as sincere at her emmtry kom as he is in torn will she believe 
that he is hmest* 
The play actually ends W)ig%#ously. Dorimant agrees to court 
Harriet in H«pshir», and Harriet aA&its that she hopes for marriage. 
Dorimant aiuiou&ces t&mt "this day my siml has quite given up her 
liberty" (V, ii, 42S-9). But has Harriet truly reformed him? Or 
does W simply feign the appearance of love in order to seA#ee Harriet? 
One's fée lings about the characterisation are likely to become sub­
jective at this point. One might like to believe Dorimant becwse 
one likes Harriet end cannot sympathize with Dorimant's treatammt of 
HOBwn in the play. Rut one must rweiAer that the play is a comidy, 
and that Etherege makes Dorimant a^^ar ridiculous by having him use 
Ms diMws we last time en fiellinda while he is sj^ulwwously pro­
fessing his love to Harriet. But the ambiguity is necessary if Btherege 
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is t& siKcwd in Making Dorimaat's fall baliovi^la. Too dbviow# m 
mmptmm of marrig#** or m imodiate marriage# would simply be 
too *ud&. Dorimant's fall mist be qualified if his shift frm &yml& 
to genuine lover is to be accented.^ 
IV 
throughout tM play Sir Popling Flutter is contrasted with 
Dorinant. Sir F<^ling ladks intelligence; his wit fails; M is m-
suMessAil in seduci% Mrs* Wveit; and his affectation is painfblly 
obvious. Yet Sir Popling is a thoroughly A»lightfUl diaraeter. He 
is good'^atured about everything he attempts, no matter how badly he 
fails, and his good mture contrasts tntll with Oorimaat's wllen 
malice md cynicisn* 
Sir Fopling is different from tW f<q*s in Etherege's other tm 
comedies in one respect* he is mt a country gentleman attempting 
w emulate city manners» Ratiher he is a traveled gallant who tries 
to make himself especially fashionable by eamlatii^ Frmch customs 
in speet^, dress, and mamer. Me also dlffsrs ftm his predecessors 
in m even more significant wty. Sir Nicholas Cully is tricked into 
^ the ambiguity of this play's ending has bem applauded, by 
HollmW and Uhderwod. Underwood says abmit the last scene, "It 
is part of tW cwedy of the hext> md of the play that neither we 
nor pea^aps tiie hero himself em be entirely certain as to %&at his 
real in two ti on» have by this time com# to be** (p. 90). Holland SAy§ 
the mding mist be the way it is becwuse, **The play bristles with 
so many irmies, all underoittiag one another, that it is difficult 
to say what, if mything, Btherege wants us to take seriously. 
Virtually every action of every character becomes a gambit in a great 
and meaningless social gam" (p. 95). 
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a marriage with Sir Frederick Prollick's old mistress; Sir Oliver 
Coekwood is ridiculed and forced into a recomciliation with his wife, 
tot Sir Poplimg remains the same throughout the play, and suffers no 
comic cmse#emces because of his fc^pishness. 
Sir PopliRg is the least perceptive and most affected character 
ia the ocwedyj his wit aadi&ess fool no one, not even ymmg Be Hair. 
Dorimsmt, Be Hair, and Medley describe him in great detail in the 
first swne. 
Bel, He thWcs hiUaself the Pattern of 
modem Gallantry. 
Dor. He is indeed the pattern of mo#m 
Med. He was Yesterday at tW Play with a 
pair of Cloves i# to his Elbows, and a 
Periwig more exactly Curl*d tbm* a Ladies 
head newly dress*d for a Ball. 
Bel. M%at a pretty lisp he has: 
Ho, tlmt he affects ia imitatim of 
lES# pe^le of quality of Prance, 
Med. His heM steads for the most part m 
me side, and his locdcs are more languishing 
than a Ladys when idie loo's at stretch in her 
coach, or leans her head carelessly against 
the side of a Boot i* th Playhouse, 
Dor, He is a person indeed of great actpired 
miles, 
(I, 1, 369.381) 
Sir Popling cmnot recognise his om affectation or that of others. 
Instead M values his ability to imitate #e Prench md thus be 
artificial, and he applauds the saw quality in OorJUumt* Sir 
Popling says, "Périmant, let me wmbrace thee; without lying, I have 
not met with any of my acquainta%e, #o retain so m*ch of Paris as 
^u dost" (III, ii, 151*3). As a remit. Sir Popling has little 
s#st«mce as a %M»rs@R; his imagination ntd his catalog of Preach 
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aœ«s»ori«s take th» plaoi of iatelligwice m4 tméirstandlng* Mille 
Doriaaiit uses fashion to further the exercise of his wit. Sir Pop ling 
uses fashim to x^laee Mit, amd he delights in displaying his "Preneh" 
manner# 
Sut in spite of his affkcted French ways. Sir Ft^ling is not a suceess-
ful x«ke or lover, mé he wrves as a butt for the derision of others. 
Eventually he is even bested in his knowledge of France léan he owr* 
hears HanHLet mâ Nh#dley talking about Sassy Rabutin# "tfo #o writ 
the loves of Pranee." Sir Popling em only remember the English 
Bussy—Chapman's Bumsy D*W*ois. wd his mistake ceases @Wley to 
denoi««» him as **a brisk bloekhead*" Sir Fopling is similarly scorned 
lAien he tries to dmce, sing, or make low; but he is always undaunted 
by criticism. 
Ito is #e only male in Lmdkm ^t Mrs. Loveit would net have an 
affair with, and ev«i thoK# he is thoroughly rejected in his at-
tmpts to beeame intimate with her Sir Fopling shrugs off his disap­
pointment and announces his plans for the conquest of all waaen; "An 
intrigue now wmxld be but a Wmptation to me to throw away that Vigour 
on cne, idiich I mean shall shortly make my Court to the Wwle sex In 
Emil. He wears nothing hut what are 
Ox^g^nals of tte most Pamws hands in 
sir Fcp» You are in the right* Madam 
ing The Suit? 
Sir Vop'. Barroy 
irnii» ^ Garniture? 
Ëïr Fop. Le Cras— 
K L i & e  ̂ mat 
IS Fieear 
Sot. The Ferriwig? 
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a Ballet" (V, il, 374-376}. attitude is not the brazen one of 
a Doriamt nor does It have Lady Coekwood*» aJieer gall. Sir Fopling 
almply exists in a world a#art, œd this is finally #at makes him a 
delightâil character. We defeats the abusive laughter of his de­
tractors in the comedy by being impervious w their derisicm; eriti-
ci«B cannot effect Sir Pop ling. He impresses the reader as nothJung 
more tiian a collection of follies and affectations. Withwt his 
"equipage in the French manner," Sir Fopling would not exist# As a 
ccntrast to Doriaant, Sir fopling is perfect; everything he «toes and 
says is comically inapgoropriate. His only function in the play is 
to be the comic epitmee of affectation, md this Amotion he admirab­
ly fills. 
The Mm of Mode is th« most successful of fitherege*s three 
comedies, and its diaracters are s&g*erior to their earlier wunter-
parts. Oorim»t's comic fall*-if indeed it is a comic fall—is 
successAâl because of the mbiguity whi^ surrounds it. The liber­
tine may be sincere in his desire to marry Harriet and live in the 
eoimtry, or he amy be merely biding his time mtil Harriet will be-
com, like Mrs. Loveit «id Bellinda, a victim of her passions. 
fitherege has {Hit material in the last scene of the comedy that enables 
tiie reader to defmd either position. 
Coaelttsien 
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Ettiex»ge*s three eonedies are not equally successful, primarily 
beimuse the three aate #arm:%»r types (the libertine, th* heroine, 
and #e fep} which appear in all three are not always characterixed 
with equal skill, the Cmtcal Revenge is tW least satisfactory be­
cause its libertine hero cannot be ^sidered witty, so^istieated, 
or intelligent, although the role he plays demands exactly these 
qwlificatims. Consequently, Sir PrWerick is not tiw» golden mean 
lAich Holland and Itedbrwood say he is. Became the charactmrisation 
of Sir Frederick is inept, the play*s comic ceapronise (Sir Frederick's 
marriage to tiie Widow) does not successfully link togetWr the worlds 
of smtimental tove md Renaissant natural!»* Sir Frederick's vul­
gar «Bd adolesamt b#avior and his willing acceptant» of marriage 
although his actions and speeches have in no way indicated that such 
an acceptance is possible, betray his complacent stupidity. The Widow, 
his foil in the l&v intrigues, is too shallw to be really interest­
ing. Oxlly, the fop, is imperfMtly pwtra]wd. Scenes #id% should 
demonstnte Cully's stupidity merely show that he is simple-minded 
or gullible. Mmrwver, Etherege presents Cully's two comic character­
istics, st&^idity and affectation, in different episodes so that Cully 
se«BS to be two diaracters. One is i^t to be confused ky this 
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itteonsistimt charaeterisation «àieh do«s not eoatribute to the 
comedy*# success. 
%e characters In She Wwtld If She CMLD AXT more sttccesslUlly 
delineated md, cm#eq*m»tly, this comedy is mwch better than The 
Comical Revwge. Here the libertiaes, Courtall «ad Fmmm, undergo 
a comic fall which is believable, «hereas Sir Frederick's was mot. 
Gradually these r«&es recuise that they are attmcted to Arima 
md Satty by iBptlses tàtieh are not just sexual. These impulse# 
justify for them# and for the reader, their agrwment to marry the 
girls. Satisfying also is the fact that these rakes clearly possess 
the wit, intelligeme, md urbanity éosanded by tWir libertine wde. 
Arima and Gatty #am the reader as well as Courtall and Preman, 
because they are developed in **pth, as the Widow was not. Natwal, 
intelligent, and witty, tWse ymmg ladies are realistically presmted. 
In Sir Oliver, Etherege ha# created a fine picture of a hypocritical, 
affected fool, one not disfigured by the inconsistencies that soke 
Cully URSUCOISS&I as a character. Lady Cockwood, Sir Oliver's wife, 
is the most fascinating character in the play, because her frenetic 
actions and brama assertions about her hwor make her cimsistsntly 
comic. She has absolutely m emc«ptlm of herself; sW is utterly 
self-deceived. 
In Hie Mm of Mode Etherege exceeds his achievement in She Would 
if She Could. None of the eJiaracterixatiwis is tk# earlier comedies 
are as i&re§iul md brilliant as those of Dorimant, Harriet, and Sir 
Fopliim; Flutter, An added dimension of reality has been included in 
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this play whid* d«mm@trates the jaded, aeamy aspects of libertinage. 
Dorimant is complexly premented as witty, intelligent, and aephiati# 
cated but at the sme tiae diabolically malicious. Beneath his stmm 
veneer is a callous devotion to satisfying bis lusts. Yet Dorimant's 
ability to mderstaM his mm affectation as %*11 as that of others 
deserves respmzt, md his charaeterizatim cmmmds belief beomse 
he is neither totally good nor totally bad. Ctae aspect of Dorlsant's 
comic failing, his belief that he is superior to all wmm, is illus­
trated by each of his three affairs in the play, in lAich thm «mie 
compromise is prefigured. Mrs, Loveit and Bellinda are mmm whose 
passion triumphs over tWir reason and while they are not as swpid 
and ludicrous as Lady Cockwood, their comic flaws are effectively 
satirised. Harriet is more vivid thw Ariana and Catty because she 
has a biting tongue md a wit even more ready than #eirs. Harriet 
struggles against showing her love for Dorimamt lAile demanding from 
him a sinoire admission of love her terms. Sir Popling Flutter, 
unlike the other characters in the play, is not at all complex. 
Rather he is th# picture of a tdally affscted individual, whose good 
wture overshadows his stupidity and wtose delight in his affected 
French ways is mt offmsive. The obvious superiority of TW M# of 
Mode to £therege*s earlier comedies is dw to tite intricate relation­
ships between its #&araeWM and to its masterfbl examination of 
characters whe cmnot be considered mere tfp9»$ tWy axe individuals. 
The most i#ortsmt W&aracter in each of Etherege*s cmedies is 
the libertine; the heroine and fqp are subsidiary to him. Thus, tW 
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primary fimetiat of ea«h heroin# is to foil tW libertine*» attempt 
to cNies more prove his superiority over womem. Similarly* the primary 
Amctim of each fop is to serve as a eeatrast to the hero so that 
tW values and the intelUgtnce of the rake-hero stead wt ia relief* 
Although each of Btherege's heroes comfoms ia some way to ideal 
libertine wlues, each represents a different kind of rake# Sir 
Frederick'* exWwraaw, his delight in pursuiag the Widow, md his 
coBpulsioB to fulfill his natural appetites are tW mly qualities 
of libertinage he poeaeases. while his desires are clear, his 
ability to fulfill titoa is not, because he is the raW without intel* 
ligmce. Courtall, and to a lesser extent Preww, represent the 
ideal in liberttoage* Ihey are neitWr as adolescent as Sir Frederick 
nor as cynical as DorWmt, Instead* tiiey follow a systwa of values 
and profess a code of hcmor within the irmmmtk of libertinage. 
Dorimmt is Jaded md ratàer bored with his libertine existence. 
In fa#g he is so plainly accustomed to debauchery that cme is forced 
to ass%me that he has livW as a rake for a rather long time. 
The pdlnt I have been driving at is this: one nig^t be tempted 
to assume that Etherege meant to show in ea# of his comedies a dif-
fexent a^qpect of libertinags or that he wished to shw how three 
different mm ai^t behave in terns of that belief, this assmqptim, 
howver, will not do* A more likely assusptian is that Btherege re­
flected in eadh comedy seme of his own attitudes md feelings at 
different times in his life. In 1664 *fcen The Comical Revenge was 
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written, Btberege was about 29 ye^s old. Little is known about 
him before he wrote this play, but his earliest biographer, Oldya, 
eonjeeturea that he had traveled for i&m year» "into Prance, and 
perhaps Flmmder# also," and had returned to Baglaad shortly after 
the Restoration*^ Since March 1664 he jprobmbly had bem in 
Emglmd no Itmger than three years mad ms himself a yomg man, 
and siKMW the only English omedies he could have seen were those 
written before the Civil War and revived for the Restoratim stage, 
his beliefs about libertinage wire perh#s as unfixed as thow of 
Sir Frederi*^» fty 1668 wh«t Etiuirege wrote his seetmd play, he 
had had time to establish patronage, win inflwmee at the court, 
and me&e acquaintance with other wits and men of letter. He had 
also had opi^»rtimities to see the dramatic expressiens of libertii» 
beliefs by gmuWly Restoration playwrights like Oryd«ti and Sedley. 
Furthermore, by this time Btherege probably had formlated his o«n 
beliefs about libertinage. He could have fcwnd a kind of honor in 
libertinage md, like Courtall, cmald have tried to live in terns of 
that honor. Whm %e Nm of Mode was published in 1676, Bttwrege was 
42 ytmta old smd, according to his bicf rafhers, had m established 
reputation for debauched living. His attitwW at that time might 
have been nmry similar to that of Dor imam t. Libertine beliefs would 
^ Bi%raphia Brittmica (Londm, 1750), III, 1841. Quoted in 
Brett-Smith, I, xi^. Sybil Rxmenfeld, using biogra^ical informatim 
discovered in 1920, su#^sts the interesting theory that Btherege was 
bom in Bemuda and came to England after the death of his father in 
1651. The Letterbook of Sir George Etàerege, ed. with intro. and 
note# by Sybil kwenAiiïir j&don, I92ëy, p. 6, Ettetsid Gosse stgapwes 
BtWirege to have be#n In France frm 16S8-1663. (p. 262} 
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m lenger bo m car»Are# idoal; instead tWy wmild be just another 
way of life. 
Ia eadi of Btherege*s plays, thw# this factor must be considered 
in my examinatiw of the artistic writs of his character!satims. 
Sir Frederick is a poor rake not only because he is Ineptly char» 
acterixed but also because Btherege himself had no firm aotit» of 
what a libertine should be. Gourtall is m iâsal libertine not only 
because he %lfills this Amctim in the play, but also because he 
is invested with i*at may well have bem fitheiege's own Idealis#, 
Dorimant is realistic not mly because gtherege had had years to per­
fect his dramatic talmt but also because he expresses a vitriolic 
cyaicim #ich might probably be a conomitaat of Etherege's own 
grcwittg disiliusionsteat»*as8t»ii^ that he did grow disillusiened, a 
possibility, but in the absence of any «ithentic bit^ra^ical infor-
matim by no wans certain. 
What is certain is that Btherege ^ose to write no more comedies, 
ev«B %&en persuaded. In his WtteiWck# Which he k«^t while diplo* 
matic envoy to Ratisbon, is recorWWd a httWr f^oe Jctoi Drydm prais* 
in# him as "tM mdo#ted best mthor of Oprose] which are matim has 
prodttOBd,** and eomdwming him as an "imortal source of Idleness,"^ 
la his reply EtWrege aetoowledges his Idlmess but also ^lies that 
writing plays had been little mors than a pastime in f4iich he no 
^ Letterbo(&, February liS6/7, p# 3S5. 
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lmg@r wlsiied to indulgtti 
Hiougb X hâve not bem able fovmrly to 
foztoear pleying tM fool in verse and prose « 
I have now jWgememt enough to know how »uch 
I venturW, and am rather amazed at my good 
fortune than vain upon a little success* 
^ Lotteitook. 10/20 March, 1686/7, p. 168* 
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